
 
STAFF REPORT 

 
 
DATE:  May 2, 2022       FILE: 0540-04 EASC 
 
TO:  Chair and Directors, 
  Electoral Areas Services Committee 
 
FROM: David Leitch 
  Chief Administrative Officer 
 
RE: HOUSING NEEDS REPORTS – PROJECT UPDATE 

 
PURPOSE 
To provide an update and preliminary findings from the Housing Needs Report, Strathcona 
Electoral Areas A, B, C, and D project. 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Since April 2019 local governments have been required to develop housing needs reports on a 
regular basis. The reports are intended to strengthen the ability of local governments to 
understand the kinds of housing most needed in their communities, and to help inform local plans, 
policies, and development decisions.  

The attached report requesting support for a regional application to the UBCM Housing Needs 
Reports program was considered at the May 26, 2021 meeting of the Regional District Board, at 
which time the Board passed the following resolution: 
 

Evans/Davis: SRD 511/21 
 
THAT an application for grant funding be submitted to the UBCM Housing Needs Report Program 
for $60,000 to fund Housing Needs Reports for the four electoral areas. 

 
This study was launched in January 2022 with a survey and in-depth interviews completed with 
each electoral area Director, stakeholders, non-profit organizations, and other community 
representatives. The engagement part of this project is now complete and our consultant (M’akola 
Development Services) prepared the following short videos to share preliminary findings. Each 
video is about 10-15 minutes long and will be shared on our website, and with project stakeholders 
and partners.  

 

• Electoral Area A: https://youtu.be/hHHSfR44NRI  

• Electoral Area B: https://youtu.be/3hHfL2P4x9o  

• Electoral Area C: https://youtu.be/mhj068oRoQc  

• Electoral Area D: https://youtu.be/IMt5-I6RWNs  

Though the findings for each area are presented separately, we can see similar trends across the 
region. For instance, the populations in all four electoral areas are growing and aging, while the 
cost of home ownership exceeds the purchasing power of median income households by 
significant margins. Survey respondents in all areas expressed concern about their ability to afford 
and maintain their own properties as they age, and for their children’s ability to own or rent in their 
community. 

https://youtu.be/hHHSfR44NRI
https://youtu.be/3hHfL2P4x9o
https://youtu.be/mhj068oRoQc
https://youtu.be/IMt5-I6RWNs




Dave Leitch 
Chief Administrative Officer 

ecifully: 

Strathcona 
REGIONAL DISTRICT 

STAFF REPORT 

DATE: May 20, 2021 FILE: 0550-04 Board 

TO: Chair and Directors, 
Regional Board 

FROM: Dave Leitch 
Chief Administrative Officer 

RE: REGIONAL HOUSING NEEDS REPORT - UBCM GRANT APPLICATION 

PURPOSE 
To consider submitting a funding application to the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM) to 
undertake Regional Housing Needs Reports for one or more areas currently lacking such reports. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Since April 2019, local governments have been required to develop housing needs reports on a 
regular basis. The reports are intended to strengthen the ability of local governments to 
understand what kinds of housing are most needed in their communities, and help to inform local 
plans, policies, and development decisions. 

In 2017, before the new Provincial requirements came into place, the SRD partnered with the City 
of Campbell River, the Strathcona Community Health Network and Island Health to undertake a 
Regional Housing Needs Assessment, which was completed in 2018. This final round of UBCM 
funding will allow the SRD to update our Regional Housing Needs Assessment so it meets the 
requirements of the Local Government Act (LGA) by the required date of April 2022. 

The application deadline for the final UBCM 2021 intake is June 4, 2021 with funding of up to 
$15,000 available for each electoral area in the region. 

Recommendations 

1. THAT the report from the Chief Administrative Officer be received. 

2. THAT an application for grant funding be submitted to the UBCM program for a Regional 
Housing Needs Report. 

3. THAT the 2021-2025 Financial Plan be amended if the application is approved and funding is 
received. 
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BACKGROUND 
Access to appropriate and affordable housing is fundamental to health and well being. In 2019, 
Island Health reported that 46.1% of renters in Local Health Area Region 72 and 52.6% of renters 
in Local Health Area Region 84 are spending more than 30% of their income on housing. The 
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation describe those who spend more than 30% of their 
income as in "core housing need." Vulnerable populations, such the elderly, youth, and low-
income earners, are the most susceptible to negative health consequences caused by housing 
need, which include higher mortality rates and increased chronic illness. 

The UBCM Housing Needs Reports program supports local governments in undertaking housing 
needs reports in order to meet the provincial requirements set out by the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs (Appendix A, Housing Needs Report Guidelines). The Ministry has provided $5 million for 
this program and advises that, based on available funding, this will be the final intake of this 
funding program. Local governments are required to meet the legislative requirements and 
develop a Housing Needs Report by April 2022. The program is structured to reflect the planning 
areas for which local governments are required to complete housing needs reports: municipalities, 
electoral areas, and local trust areas (within the Islands Trust). Funding is scaled based on the 
net population of each planning area. 

Housing needs reports strengthen the ability of local governments to understand what kinds of 
housing are most needed in their communities, and help inform local plans, policies, and 
development decisions. A list of local governments who have received funding since the program 
started is listed in (Appendix A). 

On page 14 of the Program Guidelines (Appendix A), the following funding maximums based on 
net population for the Strathcona Regional District Planning Area are listed: 

> Strathcona A (population 764) $15,000 
> Strathcona B (population 1,035) $15,000 
> Strathcona C (population 2,431) $15,000 
> Strathcona D (population 4,396) $15,000 
> Campbell River, City (population 32,588) Funded 
> Gold River, Village (population 1,212) $15,000 
> Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k'tles7et'h' First Nations (population < 5000) $15,000 
> Sayward, Village (population 311) Funded 
> Tahsis, Village (population 248) Funded 
> Zeballos, Village (population 107) Funded 

Funding requests for a combination of planning areas (municipalities, electoral areas, local trust 
areas, and/or Treaty First Nation lands) may be submitted as a single application for eligible, 
collaborative projects. The maximum funding available would be based on the number of eligible 
planning areas included in the application and the funding maximums for each as identified in the 
Guidelines (Appendix A). Regional projects are expected to demonstrate cost-efficiencies. 

To qualify for funding, a project must: 
be a new project or an update to an existing, eligible housing needs report. Retroactive 
funding is not available. 
result in a housing needs report for at least one entire planning area: municipality, electoral 
area, local trust area, or Treaty First Nation lands. 
be capable of completion by the applicant within one year from the date of funding approval. 

In 2017, the SRD partnered with the City of Campbell River, the Strathcona Community Health 
Network and Island Health to undertake a Regional Housing Needs Assessment (Appendix B), 
which was completed in 2018, before the new requirements came into place. 
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The updated regional housing needs assessment will focus on: meeting the requirements of the 
Local Government Act changes that came into effect in 2019; identifying opportunities to increase 
the availability of appropriate, affordable housing; collaborative planning; shared data 
measurements; and multi-sectoral partnerships. 

ALTERNATIVES 
1. THAT the Board authorize an application to UBCM for $60,000 to fund a Regional Housing 

Needs Assessment for the 4 electoral areas. 

2. THAT the Board authorize funding applications for some electoral areas but not others. 

3. THAT the Board authorize a funding application for $90,000 that includes the electoral areas, 
the Village of Gold River and the Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k't1es7et'h' First Nations. 

4. The Board choose to not submit an application to UBCM to fund a Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment at this time. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
There are no known financial implications. 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
All local government areas must meet new requirements of the Local Government Act that came 
into effect in April 2019. Housing Needs Reports that meet the criteria must be completed by April 
2022. 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 
There are no intergovernmental implications. 

Submitted by: 

Aniko Nelson 
Senior Manager, Community Services 

Prepared by: Libby King, Coordinator, Strathcona Community Health Network 

Attachments: 
- Appendix A — Housing Needs Report Guidelines, Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
- Appendix B — Strathcona Regional Housing Needs Assessment, 2018 
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Housing Needs Reports Program 
2021 Program & Application Guide 

FINAL INTAKE 

1. Introduction 

Since April 2019, local governments have been required to develop housing needs reports on a 
regular basis. The reports are intended to strengthen the ability of local governments to 
understand what kinds of housing are most needed in their communities, and help inform local 
plans, policies, and development decisions.  

Housing Needs Reports Program 
The Housing Needs Reports program supports local governments in undertaking housing needs 
reports in order to meet the provincial requirements. The Ministry of Municipal Affairs has provided 
$5 million for this program. Prospective applicants should be advised that based on available 
funding, this will be the final intake of this funding program. Local governments are required to 
meet the legislative requirements and develop a Housing Needs Report by April 2022. 
The program is structured to reflect the planning areas for which local governments are required 
to complete housing needs reports: municipalities, electoral areas, and local trust areas (within 
the Islands Trust). Funding is scaled based on the net population of each planning area. 
Refer to Section 3 and Appendix 1 for eligible funding amounts. 

2. Eligible Applicants 

All local governments in BC (municipalities, regional districts, and the Islands Trust) are eligible 
to apply.  Local Trust Committees must apply through the Islands Trust. Treaty First Nations, as 
defined by the Interpretation Act, are eligible to apply. 
Each planning area (municipality, electoral area, local trust area, Treaty First Nation lands) can 
only be funded once over the full span of the program.  
Funding permitting, the Islands Trust and regional districts can submit one application per intake 
to undertake separate housing needs reports for different trust areas/electoral areas, including 
regional applications and participation as a partnering applicant in a regional application.   
Planning areas that were funded in the previous intakes are not eligible for subsequent intakes. 
Refer to Appendix 1 for eligible planning areas.  

3. Grant Maximum 

Funding maximums are based on the population of the planning area (using the 2016 Census 
data). 
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The Program can contribute a maximum of 100% of the cost of eligible activities – to a maximum 
of the amounts identified in Table 1.  For certainty, Appendix 1 outlines the net population and 
eligible funding for each planning area (municipality, electoral area, local trust area, or Treaty First 
Nation lands) in BC. 

Table 1: Funding Maximums 

Population Funding Maximum 
Under 5,000 $15,000 
5,000 to 14,999 $20,000 
15,000 to 49,999 $30,000 
50,000 to 99,999 $50,000 
100,000 or greater $70,000 

As noted in Section 4, the funding maximum for all regional projects is $150,000. 
In order to ensure transparency and accountability in the expenditure of public funds, all other 
contributions for eligible portions of the project must be declared and, depending on the total 
value, may decrease the value of the funding. 

4. Eligible Projects 

To qualify for funding, a project must:  

• Be a new project or an update to an existing, eligible housing needs report. Retroactive 
funding is not available. 

• Result in a housing needs report for at least one entire planning area: municipality, 
electoral area, local trust area, or Treaty First Nation lands. 

• Be capable of completion by the applicant within one year from the date of funding 
approval. 

Regional Projects 
Funding requests for a combination of planning areas (municipalities, electoral areas, local trust 
areas, and/or Treaty First Nation lands) may be submitted as a single application for eligible, 
collaborative projects. In this case, the maximum funding available would be based on the number 
of eligible planning areas included in the application and the funding maximums for each as 
identified in Appendix 1. It is expected that regional projects will demonstrate cost-efficiencies in 
the total grant request.  
The primary applicant submitting the application for a regional project is required to submit a 
Council, Board, Local Trust Committee, or Treaty First Nation Government resolution as outlined 
in Section 7 of this guide. If the additional planning areas are outside of the primary applicant’s 
jurisdiction, each partnering local government or Treaty First Nation is required to submit a 
Council, Board, Local Trust Committee, or Treaty First Nation Government resolution that clearly 
states their approval for the primary applicant to apply for, receive, and manage the funding on 
their behalf. 
The total funding request for regional projects cannot exceed $150,000. 
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5. Requirements for Funding 

As part of the approval agreement, approved projects must meet the following requirements for 
funding:  

• Housing needs reports must: 
o Meet the requirements of the Local Government Act (or Vancouver Charter) in 

relation to the development of a new or updated housing needs report; 
o Result in a housing needs report (including required Summary Form) for at least 

one entire planning area: municipality, electoral area, local trust area, or Treaty First 
Nation lands; 

o Be received by the local government Council, Board, Local Trust Committee, or 
Treaty First Nation Government in a meeting open to the public.  In the case of 
regional projects, the report must be received by the Council, Board, Local Trust 
Committee, or Treaty First Nation Government responsible for each planning area 
that is included in the project; and 

o Be published online for free public access.  

• Any in-person activities, meetings, or events meet physical distancing and other public 
health guidance in relation to COVID-19; 

• Activities must comply with all applicable privacy legislation under the Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act in relation to the collection, use, or disclosure of 
personal information while conducting funded activities. Personal information is any 
recorded information about an identifiable individual other than their business contact 
information. This includes information that can be used to identify an individual through 
association or inference.  

6. Eligible & Ineligible Costs & Activities 

Eligible Costs & Activities 
Eligible costs are direct costs that are approved for funding, properly and reasonably incurred, 
and paid by the applicant to carry out eligible activities. Eligible costs can only be incurred from 
the date of application submission until the final report is submitted (unless specified below). 
Under the Housing Needs Reports program, eligible costs and activities must be cost-effective 
and include: 

• Development of new or updated housing needs reports (as required by the Local 
Government Act and Vancouver Charter), including: 

o Project management and coordination; 
o Data collection (from public agencies and/or other data sources), compilation and 

analysis, not including the collection and compilation of data made available at no 
cost via the Ministry of Municipal Affairs for the purpose of developing housing 
needs reports; 

o Research specific to the development of housing needs reports; 
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o Community engagement, such as collaboration with neighbouring local 
governments and partner organizations, community surveys, and engagement 
activities. 

• Publication of housing needs reports including editing, proofing, graphic design, etc. 

• Presentation of housing needs reports to Council, Board, Local Trust Committee, or 
Treaty First Nation Government. 
 

The following expenditures are also eligible, provided they relate directly to the eligible activities 
identified above: 

• Incremental staff and administration costs (i.e. creating a new position or adding new 
responsibilities to an existing position);  

• Consultant costs; 

• Public information costs; 

• Training and capacity building for local government staff specific to developing housing 
needs reports. 

Ineligible Costs & Activities 
Any activity that is not outlined above or is not directly connected to activities approved in the 
application is not eligible for funding. This includes: 

• Collection of data similar to that made available at no cost via the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs for the purpose of housing needs reports; 

• Routine or ongoing operating and/or planning costs or activities (e.g. tracking and 
reporting of development and building permits);  

• Capital costs (including computer hardware); 
• Purchase of software, software licences, service subscriptions, or membership fees;  

• Preparation of maps and spatial data. 

7. Application Requirements & Process  

Application Deadline  
The application deadline is June 4, 2021.  This will be the final intake for this program. 
Applicants will be advised of the status of their application within 60 days of the application 
deadline.  

Required Application Contents 
• Completed Application Form; 

• Detailed project budget; 

• Council, Board, Local Trust Committee, or Treaty First Nation Government resolution, 
indicating support for the current proposed activities and willingness to provide overall 
grant management; 
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• For regional projects only: Each eligible partnering applicant must submit a Council, 
Board, Local Trust Committee, or Treaty First Nation Government resolution indicating 
support for the primary applicant to apply for, receive, and manage the grant funding on 
their behalf; 

Resolutions from partnering applicants must include the language above. 

• Optional: Up to five letters of support as evidence of partnership or collaboration with 
community organizations and/or other local stakeholders. 

Submission of Applications 

Applications should be submitted as Word, Excel, or PDF files. Total file size for email 
attachments cannot exceed 20 MB.  
All applications should be submitted to: 

Local Government Program Services, Union of BC Municipalities 
E-mail: lgps@ubcm.ca    

Review of Applications 
UBCM will perform a preliminary review of applications to ensure the required application contents 
have been submitted and to ensure that eligibility criteria have been met. Only complete 
application packages will be reviewed. 
Following this, all eligible applications will be reviewed and scored by the Evaluation Committee. 
Higher application review scores will be given to projects that:  

• Are for planning areas that are required under the Local Government Statutes (Housing 
Needs Reports) Amendment Act to complete a housing needs report; 

• Are from communities that do not currently have a housing needs report, or have a report 
that is more than five (5) years old;  

• Demonstrate community consultation and public engagement, including: 
o Neighbouring local governments 
o First Nations and local Indigenous organizations  
o Non-profit service providers, health authorities, and/or post-secondary institutions 
o Non-profit and for-profit development sector 
o Vulnerable populations (e.g. individuals experiencing homelessness, those at risk 

of experiencing homelessness, youth, seniors, new immigrants or refugees, etc.) 
• Include strategies for training and capacity building for local government staff to undertake 

housing needs reports and subsequent updates;  

• Are cost-effective; 

• Include in-kind or cash contributions to the project from the eligible applicant, regional 
partners, or other grant funding. 

Point values and weighting have been established within each of these scoring criteria. Only those 
applications that meet a minimum threshold point value will be considered for funding.  
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The Evaluation Committee will consider the population and provincial, regional, and urban/rural 
distribution of proposed projects. Funding recommendations will be made on a provincial priority 
basis.  All funding decisions will be made by UBCM. 

All application materials will be shared with the Province of BC. 

8. Grant Management & Applicant Responsibilities 

The applicant is responsible for completion of the project as approved and for meeting reporting 
requirements.   
Applicants are also responsible for proper fiscal management, including maintaining acceptable 
accounting records for the project. UBCM reserves the right to audit these records. 

Notice of Funding Decision 
All applicants will receive written notice of funding decisions.  Approved applicants will receive an 
Approval Agreement, which will include the terms and conditions of any grant that is awarded, 
and that is required to be signed and returned to UBCM. 
Grants under the Housing Needs Report program will be awarded in two payments: 50% at the 
approval of the project and when the signed Approval Agreement has been returned to UBCM 
and 50% when the project is complete and the final reporting requirements have been met. 
Please note that in cases where revisions are required to an application, or an application has 
been approved in principle only, the applicant has 30 days from the date of the written notice of 
the status of the application to complete the application requirements. Applications that are not 
completed within 30 days may be closed. 

Progress Payments 
In exceptional circumstances, to request a progress payment, approved applicants are required 
to submit: 

• Written rationale for receiving a progress payment; 

• Description of activities completed to date; and 

• Description of funds expended to date. 
 
Changes to Approved Projects 
Approved funds are specific to the project as identified in the application, and not transferable to 
other projects. Approval from UBCM will be required for any significant variation from the 
approved project.   
To propose changes to an approved project, approved applicants are required to submit: 

• Revised application package, including updated, signed application form, revised budget, 
and updated Council, Board, Local Trust Committee, or Treaty First Nation Government 
resolution(s); and 

• Written rationale for proposed changes to activities and/or expenditures. 
The revised application package will then be reviewed by the Evaluation Committee. 
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Applicants are responsible for any costs above the approved funds unless a revised application 
is submitted and approved prior to work being undertaken. 

Extensions to Project End Date 
All approved activities are required to be completed within one year of approval and all extensions 
beyond this date must be requested in writing and be approved by UBCM.  Extensions will not 
exceed one year. 

9. Final Report Requirements & Process 

Final reports are required to be submitted within 30 days of completion of the project. Applicants 
are required to submit an electronic copy of the complete final report, including the following: 

• Completed Final Report Form; 

• Detailed financial summary that indicates the actual expenditures from the Housing 
Needs Report program funding and other sources (if applicable) and that aligns with the 
actual activities outlined in the final report form; 

• Completed Housing Needs Report(s) (including required Summary Form).  

Submission of Final Reports 

Final reports should be submitted as Word, Excel, or PDF files. Total file size for email 
attachments cannot exceed 20 MB. 

All final reports should be submitted to: 
Local Government Program Services, Union of BC Municipalities 

E-mail: lgps@ubcm.ca  
 

All final reports will be shared with the Province of BC 

10. Additional Information 

For enquiries about the application process or program, please contact: 
 
Union of BC Municipalities   
525 Government Street 
Victoria, BC, V8V 0A8 
 
Email: lgps@ubcm.ca 
Phone: (250) 952-9177 
 
 
For more on the Housing Needs Reports requirements, supporting data, and guidance, please 
visit the Ministry of Municipal Affairs website. 
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Appendix 1: Funding Maximums by Planning Areas 

As outlined in Section 3, funding maximums are based on net population of the planning area 
(using the 2016 Census data). 
The following tables outline the net population and eligible funding for each municipality, electoral 
area, Treaty First Nation lands, and Local Trust Area in BC, and is organized by Regional District 
and Islands Trust. 
Please note that, where applicable, the populations of Local Trust Areas have been removed from 
the electoral area in which the island(s) are located.  In these cases, funding maximums for the 
electoral areas are based on net populations. 

Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Bulkley-Nechako A 5,256 Funded  
Bulkley-Nechako B 1,938 Funded 
Bulkley-Nechako C 1,415 Funded 
Bulkley-Nechako D 1,472 Funded 
Bulkley-Nechako E 1,593 Funded 
Bulkley-Nechako F 3,665 Funded 
Bulkley-Nechako G 903 Funded 
Burns Lake, Village of 1,779 $15,000 
Fort St. James, District of 1,598 $15,000 
Fraser Lake, Village of 988 $15,000 
Granisle, Village of 303 Funded 
Houston, District of 2,993 $15,000 
Smithers, Town of 5,401 Funded 
Telkwa, Village of 1,327 Funded 
Vanderhoof, District of 4,439 Funded 

Capital Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Cariboo Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Cariboo A 6,265 $20,000  
Cariboo B 3,842 $15,000  
Cariboo C 1,225 $15,000  
Cariboo D 2,929 $15,000  
Cariboo E 4,064 $15,000  
Cariboo F 4,554 $15,000  
Cariboo G 5,156 $20,000  
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Cariboo H 1,784 $15,000  
Cariboo I 1,440 $15,000  
Cariboo J 642 $15,000  
Cariboo K 398 $15,000  
Cariboo L 4,204 $15,000  
100 Mile House, District of 1,980 $15,000 
Quesnel, City of 9,879 $20,000 
Wells, District of 217 $15,000 
Williams Lake, City of 10,753 $20,000 

Central Coast Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Regional District of Central Kootenay 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Central Kootenay A 1,930 Funded  
Central Kootenay B 4,657 Funded 
Central Kootenay C 1,482 Funded 
Central Kootenay D 1,343 Funded 
Central Kootenay E 3,772 Funded 
Central Kootenay F 3,963 Funded 
Central Kootenay G 1,623 Funded 
Central Kootenay H 4,667 Funded 
Central Kootenay I 2,534 Funded 
Central Kootenay J 3,137 Funded 
Central Kootenay K 1,681 Funded 
Castlegar, City of 8,039 $20,000 
Creston, Town of 5,351 Funded 
Kaslo, Village of 968 Funded 
Nakusp, Village of 1,605 Funded 
Nelson, City of 10,572 Funded 
New Denver, Village of 473 Funded 
Salmo, Village of 1,141 Funded 
Silverton, Village 195 Funded 
Slocan, Village of 272 Funded 

Regional District of Central Okanagan  

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Central Okanagan 3,824 $15,000  
Central Okanagan J 1,981 $15,000  
Kelowna, City of 127,380 $70,000 
Lake Country, District of 12,922 $20,000 
Peachland, District of 5,428 $20,000 
West Kelowna, City of 32,655 $30,000 
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Columbia Shuswap Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Columbia-Shuswap A 3,148 $15,000  
Columbia-Shuswap B 598 Funded 
Columbia-Shuswap C 7,921 Funded 
Columbia-Shuswap D 4,044 Funded 
Columbia-Shuswap E 1,185 Funded 
Columbia-Shuswap F 2,454 Funded 
Golden, Town of 3,708 Funded 
Revelstoke, City of 7,547 $20,000 
Salmon Arm, City of 17,706 $30,000 
Sicamous, District of 2,429 Funded 

Comox Valley Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Cowichan Valley Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Regional District of East Kootenay 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
East Kootenay A 1,943 Funded 
East Kootenay B 1,976 Funded 
East Kootenay C 6,036 Funded 
East Kootenay E 1,753 Funded 
East Kootenay F 2,726 Funded 
East Kootenay G 1,462 Funded 
Canal Flats, Village of 668 Funded 
Cranbrook, City of 20,047 Funded 
Elkford, District 2,499 Funded 
Fernie, City of 5,249 Funded 
Invermere, District 3,391 Funded 
Jumbo Glacier Mtn Resort Municipality  0 $0 
Kimberley, City of 7,425 Funded 
Radium Hot Springs, Village of 776 $15,000 
Sparwood, District of 3,784 Funded 

Fraser Valley Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Regional District of Fraser-Fort George 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Fraser-Fort George A 3,463 Funded 
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Fraser-Fort George C 3,527 Funded 
Fraser-Fort George D 4,278 Funded 
Fraser-Fort George E 526 Funded 
Fraser-Fort George F 1,246 Funded 
Fraser-Fort George G 334 Funded 
Fraser-Fort George H 1,586 Funded 
Mackenzie, District of 3,714 Funded 
McBride, Village of 616 $15,000 
Prince George, City of 74,003 Funded 
Valemount, Village of 1,021 $15,000 

Greater Vancouver Regional District (Metro) 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Greater Vancouver A 16,133 $30,000  
Anmore, Village of 2,210 Funded 
Belcarra, Village of 643 Funded 
Bowen Island Municipality 3,680 Funded 
Burnaby, City of  232,755 Funded 
Coquitlam, City of 139,284 Funded 
Delta, City of 102,238 Funded 
Langley, City of 25,888 Funded 
Langley, Township of 117,285 Funded 
Lions Bay, Village of 1,334 Funded 
Maple Ridge, City of 82,256 Funded 
New Westminster, City of 70,996 Funded 
North Vancouver, City of 52,898 Funded 
North Vancouver, District of 85,935 Funded 
Pitt Meadows, City of 18,573 Funded 
Port Coquitlam, City of 58,612 Funded 
Port Moody, City of 33,551 Funded 
Richmond, City of 198,309 $70,000 
Surrey, City of 517,887 Funded 
Tsawwassen First Nation < 5000 Funded 
Vancouver, City of 631,486 $70,000 
West Vancouver, District of 42,473 Funded 
White Rock, City of 19,952 Funded 

Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Kitimat-Stikine A 20 $0  
Kitimat-Stikine B 1,473 Funded 
Kitimat-Stikine C 2,839 Funded 
Kitimat-Stikine D 99 $0  
Kitimat-Stikine E 3,993 Funded 
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Kitimat-Stikine F 360 Funded 
Gingolx (Nisga’a Lisims Government) < 5000 Funded 
Gitlaxt'aamix (Nisga’a Lisims 
Government) < 5000 Funded 

Gitwinksihlkw (Nisga’a Lisims 
Government) < 5000 Funded 

Hazelton, Village of 313 Funded 
Kitimat, District of 8,131 $20,000 
Laxgalt'sap (Nisga’a Lisims 
Government) < 5000 Funded 

New Hazelton, District of 580 Funded 
Stewart, District of 401 Funded 
Terrace, City of 11,643 Funded 

Regional District of Kootenay Boundary 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Regional District of Mount Waddington 

All planning areas have been funded.  

Regional District of Nanaimo 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Nanaimo A 7,058 $20,000  
Nanaimo B 0 $0  
Nanaimo C 2,808 $15,000  
Nanaimo E 6,125 $20,000  
Nanaimo F 7,724 $20,000  
Nanaimo G 7,465 $20,000  
Nanaimo H 3,884 $15,000  
Nanaimo, City of 90,504 $50,000 
Lantzville, District of 3,605 $15,000 
Parksville, City of 12,514 $20,000 
Qualicum Beach, Town of 8,943 $20,000 

North Coast Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
North Coast A 41 $0  
North Coast C 68 $0  
North Coast D 539 Funded 
North Coast E 340 Funded 
Masset, Village of  793 Funded 
Port Clements, Village of 282 Funded 
Port Edward, District of  467 $15,000 
Prince Rupert, City of 12,220 Funded 
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Queen Charlotte, Village of 852 $15,000 

Regional District of North Okanagan 

All planning areas have been funded. 

Northern Rockies Regional Municipality 

Northern Rockies Regional Municipality 4,831 $15,000 

Regional District of Okanagan-Similkameen 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Okanagan-Similkameen A 1,858 Funded  
Okanagan-Similkameen B 1,047 Funded  
Okanagan-Similkameen C 3,557 Funded 
Okanagan-Similkameen D 2660 Funded  
Okanagan-Similkameen E 1,903 Funded 
Okanagan-Similkameen F 2,014 Funded 
Okanagan-Similkameen G 2,236 Funded 
Okanagan-Similkameen H 1,953 Funded 
Okanagan-Similkameen I 3329 Funded 
Keremeos, Village of 1,502 Funded 
Oliver, Town of 4,928 $15,000 
Osoyoos, Town of 5,085 $20,000 
Penticton, City of 33,761 Funded 
Princeton, Town of 2,828 Funded 
Summerland, District of 11,615 Funded 

Peace River Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Peace River B 5,628 Funded 
Peace River C 6,772 Funded 
Peace River D 5,920 Funded 
Peace River E 2,949 Funded 
Chetwynd, District of 2,503 Funded 
Dawson Creek, City of 12,178 Funded 
Fort St. John, City of 20,155 $30,000 
Hudson’s Hope, District of 1,015 Funded 
Pouce Coupe, Village of 792 Funded 
Taylor, District of 1,469 Funded 
Tumbler Ridge, District of 1,987 $15,000 

qathet Regional District 

All planning areas have been funded. 
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Squamish-Lillooet Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Squamish-Lillooet A 187 $15,000  
Squamish-Lillooet B 363 $15,000  
Squamish-Lillooet C 1,663 $15,000  
Squamish-Lillooet D 1,057 $15,000  
Lillooet, District of 2,275 Funded 
Pemberton, Village of 2,574 $15,000 
Squamish, District of 19,512 $30,000 
Whistler, Resort Municipality of 11,854 Funded 

Strathcona Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Strathcona A 764 $15,000  
Strathcona B 1,035 $15,000  
Strathcona C 2,431 $15,000  
Strathcona D 4,396 $15,000  
Campbell River, City of 32,588 Funded 
Gold River, Village of 1,212 $15,000 
Ka:’yu:’k’t’h’/Che:k’tles7et’h’ First 
Nations < 5000 $15,000 

Sayward, Village of 311 Funded 
Tahsis, Village of 248 Funded 
Zeballos, Village of 107 Funded 

Sunshine Coast Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Sunshine Coast A  2,624 Funded 
Sunshine Coast B 2,726 Funded 
Sunshine Coast D 3,421 Funded 
Sunshine Coast E 3,664 Funded 
Sunshine Coast F 1,796 Funded 
Gibsons, Town of 4,605 Funded 
Sechelt, District of 10,216 Funded 
Sechelt Indian Government District 692 $15,000 

Thompson Nicola Regional District 

Planning Area Net Population Funding Maximum 
Thompson-Nicola A 1,493 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola B 233 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola E 1,094 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola I 1,262 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola J 1,580 Funded 
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Thompson-Nicola L 2,955 Funded  
Thompson-Nicola M 1,598 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola N 762 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola O 1,323 Funded 
Thompson-Nicola P 3,672 Funded 
Ashcroft, Village of 1,558 Funded 
Barriere, District of 1,713 Funded 
Cache Creek, Village of 963 Funded 
Chase, Village of 2,286 Funded 
Clearwater, District of 2,324 Funded 
Clinton, Village of 641 Funded 
Kamloops, City of 90,280 Funded 
Logan Lake, District of 1,993 Funded 
Lytton, Village of 249 $15,000 
Merritt, City of 7,139 Funded 
Sun Peaks Mountain Resort 
Municipality 616 Funded 

Islands Trust 

Denman Island Local Trust Area 1,165 $15,000 
Gabriola Island Local Trust Area 4,033 $15,000 
Galiano Island Local Trust Area 1,044 $15,000 
Gambier Island Local Trust Area 247 $15,000 
Hornby Island Local Trust Area 1,016 $15,000 
Lasqueti Island Local Trust Area 399 $15,000 
Mayne Island Local Trust Area 949 $15,000 
North Pender Island Local Trust Area 2,067 $15,000 
Salt Spring Island Local Trust Area 10,640 Funded 
Saturna Island Local Trust Area 354 $15,000 
South Pender Island Local Trust Area  235 $15,000 
Thetis Island Local Trust Area 389 $15,000 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

STUDY OVERVIEW 

The Strathcona Community Health Network’s (SCHN) Regional Housing Needs Assessment was prepared to provide a 

baseline understanding of housing needs in the region. This study is made up of four elements: 

Phase 1: Community Profiles, Regional Housing Context, and Housing Needs and Affordability Analysis captures the 

available quantitative data on population and housing that is available for the region. 

Phase 2: Community Engagement captures the experiences of people living in the region. It serves to provide a more 

robust picture of housing need and respond to gaps in the quantitative data. 

Community Housing Profiles summarize housing need in the region identified through the research and analysis and 

engagement processes. These are organized by area to provide local housing stakeholders with readily available 

information to plan projects and apply for funding opportunities. 

Implementation Plan identifies opportunities for communities to undertake collaborative projects and leverage external 

funding.  

This document represents Phase 1: Research and Analysis Summary and include a community profile, housing context 

review, and a housing need and affordability gap analysis for the region. 

The purpose of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment is to position communities and housing stakeholders to 

implement collaborative projects and leverage funding opportunities. With this goal in mind, the project has been 

designed with the following principles: 

• The approach will be inclusive and welcoming. 

• This process will help build capacity among stakeholders. 

• The findings will be action-oriented. 

• The research will be used as an evidence base for decision-making. 

• The assessment lays the foundation for preparing a housing plan. 

This study includes the entire Strathcona region, based on the boundaries of the Strathcona Regional District. 

Strathcona is located on the traditional territories of the Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth, and Kwakwaka'wakw peoples.   COPY
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This study includes the following communities within the region: 

− City of Campbell River 

− Village of Sayward 

− Village of Gold River 

− Village of Tahsis 

− Village of Zeballos 

− Electoral Area A (Kyuquot, Sayward Valley, Race Point 

Road)1  

− Electoral Area B (Cortes Island)2 

− Electoral Area C (Quadra Island, Discovery Islands, 

and Mainland)3 

− Electoral Area D (Oyster River and Buttle Lake)4 

This study also includes the following First Nations communities5: 

We Wai Kai First Nation 

− Quinsam 12  

− Cape Mudge 10  

We Wai Kum First Nation 

− Campbell River 11  

Homalco First Nation 

− Homalco 9  

Klahoose First Nation 

− Klahoose (Tork 7)  

Mowachaht/Muchalaht First Nation 

− Tsa’Xana 18  

Ehattesaht First Nation 

− Ehattesaht (Ehatis) 

Nuchatlaht First Nation 

− Oclucje 7  

Ka:’yu:’k’t’h’/Che:k’tles7et’h’ First Nations 

− Kyuquot (Houpsitas 6)  

A region-wide lens is critical because of temporary and permanent migration between communities in region. However, 

the large land area—18,330 square kilometres—and diversity of communities in the region present challenges to 

planning and collaborating on housing issues. The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of quantitative 

population and housing data to serve as baseline information for local governments and housing stakeholders. This 

work is a key resource to the region’s communities, many of whom may not have the capacity to complete individual 

needs assessments due to lack of resources or the need to balance other more immediate priorities.  

                                                             

1 Referred to as Area A in this document. 
2 Referred to as Cortes in this document. 
3 Referred to as Quadra in this document. 
4 Referred to as Area D in this document. 
5 Only communities with population are included in this study.  
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Constraints and Limitations 

There are a number of limitations to the quantitative data that is available, and these are described below. The Phse 2 

report fills in some of the information gaps that were identified through the research.   

Boundary Restructure 

Strathcona Regional District (SRD) was created in 2008 when the former Regional District of Comox-Strathcona was 

restructured into what is now the SRD and the Comox Valley Regional District. This change means that population data 

is not always comparable across Census periods and trend data is limited for some communities. 

Small Communities  

Small communities of just a few hundred people, such as the Villages of Zeballos, Tahsis, and Sayward, face unique data 

challenges. They generally receive fewer resources for data collection on health, housing, and socio-economic issues. 

Unlike larger areas which may have multiple organizations conducting studies on these topics, information about small 

communities is often anecdotal. Census data is an important source of information in housing needs assessments, but 

small communities often have lower response rates. The nature of small communities also creates the risk of 

households being identifiable through Census data, and therefore Statistics Canada may suppress data to prevent 

privacy breaches. This means data for a particular community may not be reliable or representative.  

Hard-to-Reach Populations 

Some populations, including those living in remote locations and those who have high housing need, may be difficult to 

reach through studies such as this one. The engagement process for this Housing Needs Assessment is designed to 

capture the unique experiences of hard-to-reach populations through a variety of opportunities, including a public 

survey, lived-experience and key-informant interviews, informal engagement at community places, and public forums. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS  

The findings are organized by four geographic groupings: 

• Region-Wide 

• Campbell River and Area D (Oyster River and Buttle Lake) 

• Gold River, Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos, and Area A (Kyuquot, Sayward Valley, and Race Point Road) 

• Area B (Cortes Island) and Area C (Quadra Island, Discovery Islands, and Mainland) 

The groupings are based on market groupings used by the Vancouver Island Real Estate Board and organic groupings 

of communities based on economic and housing factors. Where relevant, information from nearby First Nations is 

included. However, the housing context, housing need, and affordability gap analysis focused on non-reserve 

communities.  

Region-Wide Summary 

Community Profile 

DEMOGRAPHIC 

VA RIABLE 
FEATURES OF THE REGION 

PO PU LA TI ON 

G ROW TH 

• The region grew by 6% between 2006 and 2016, reaching 44,671 in 2016.  

• The region is projected to continue growing at a moderate but steady rate, reaching 50,000 

by 2031. Most of this growth will likely be concentrated in and around Campbell River.  

• The population of First Nations communities overall has been stable over the past three 

Census periods. However, there is significant variation among First Nations communities.  

AGE • Strathcona has an aging population. Twenty-two percent of Strathcona residents are 65 or 

older, a higher proportion than figures for BC and Canada. 

• Ehattesaht (Ehatis), Tsa’Xana, and Kyuquot (Houpsitas) have the highest proportion of 

children and youth compared to other communities in the region. 

I NDIGE NOUS 

IDE NTI TY  
• Indigenous peoples are a significant part of the region (13%). 

V IS IB LE 

MINO RIT IES  
• Strathcona has a much lower proportion of visible minorities than BC and Canada.  

RECENT 

I MMIGRANTS 
• Strathcona has a smaller proportion of recent immigrants than BC and Canada.  

ECO NOMY • Strathcona has lower median incomes than BC and Canada.  

• There is significant variation in median household income levels across communities.  

• The median income of Area D is more than twice that of the three lowest median household 

income communities. 

• The region has a higher unemployment rate (10%) than BC (7%) and Canada (8%). 
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Regional Housing Context  

VA RIABLE KEY FINDINGS 

HOU SING  

S TRUC TU RE  

• Households in the region are generally smaller than typical BC or Canadian households, with 

more two-person households and fewer three-or-more person households.  

• Strathcona has a much higher proportion of couples without children than BC and Canada.  

• A high percentage of families without children. 

• Wide variation in household sizes across communities. 

• Couples with children generally have higher median incomes than other family types. 

• Lone parents and individuals have the lowest median incomes.  

• A greater proportion of household maintainers are 65 or older than BC and Canada.  

HOU SING  S UPPLY  • The majority of housing in the region is single detached dwellings.  

• Compared to BC and Canada, the region has a lower proportion of other housing types, such 

as apartments and duplexes.  

• The region has a slightly higher percentage of housing that requires major repairs than BC 

and Canada.  

• Higher proportion of movable dwelling than figures for BC and Canada. 

• The region has a smaller proportion of older housing than BC and Canada generally. 

• A slightly higher proportion of the region’s housing stock is in need of major repairs than 

figures seen for BC and Canada. 

TENURE • The region has a higher proportion of homeowners than BC and Canada, which is typical of 

smaller communities. 

RENTA L MA RKE T • The vast majority of the primary rental market in the region is located in Campbell River.  

• While there are rentals in other communities, it is more likely to be in the secondary rental 

market.  

• The lack of data on rentals in small communities is presently a significant gap. The Phase 2 

report includes additional information on renting in the region that was identified through 

the community engagement.  

HOME OWNE RS HI P  

MA RKE T 

• Campbell River has seen prices increase quickly since 2015. 

• Rural and island communities for which we have data experience significant median price 

fluctuations from year to year. Sales volumes for these communities are significantly smaller 

than for Campbell River, reflecting smaller populations and fewer housing starts.  

• Sales volumes slumped between 2009 and 2014, before rising dramatically from 2015 

onward for all rural and island communities for which we have data.  

HOU SING  S TA RTS  • Housing starts in Campbell River peaked in the early 1990s before declining dramatically 

from 1996 to 2000. From 2000s onward, housing starts began rising, though they have 

fluctuated widely from year to year.  

NON -MA RKE T 

HOU SING 

• Non-market housing is concentrated in Campbell River, with few options in smaller 

communities.  
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Summary for Campbell River and Area D (Oyster River and Buttle Lake)  

Community Profile  

COMMUNITY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

CI TY  OF  CA MPBE LL  

R I VE R 

• Campbell River is experiencing the fastest population growth in the region (10% 

between 2006 and 2016). 

• The city has the second highest median income ($64,465) among regional communities. 

• There is a high proportion of children and youth who live in households making less than 

the low-income cut-off, which may indicate child poverty. 

• 15% of the population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region.  

• 12% of residents are Indigenous. 

• 5% of residents identify as visible minorities.  

A REA  D (OY STE R 

RI VE R A ND  BU TTLE  

LA KE) 

• Highest median household income ($74,606) in the region.  

• 14% of population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of children 

and youth in the region. 

• 8% of residents are Indigenous. 
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Housing Context 

COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

CI TY  OF  CA MPBE LL  

R I VE R 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Campbell River has the highest proportion of one-family households with children 

(31%).  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• The city has more diverse housing stock than other communities in the region. 

• Most of the region’s rental stock is in Campbell River.  

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of rentership (29%). 

RENTAL MARKET 

• The vacancy rate has plummeted in recent years, from 7% in 2013 to 1.3% in 2017. 

• Rents have been increasing since 2005. 

OWNERSHIP MARKET 

• Median housing prices were historically stable but have increased dramatically since 

2015. Between 2015 and 2017, median housing prices rose by 28% for singe detached 

dwellings to 48% for patio condominiums. 

• Housing starts in Campbell River peaked in the early 1990s before declining 

dramatically from 1996 to 2000. From 2000s onward, housing starts began rising, 

though they have fluctuated widely from year to year. 

A REA  D (OY STE R 

RI VE R A ND  BU TTLE  

LA KE) 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Area D has a high proportion of one-family households with children (29%). 

• Median incomes are higher for all family types compared to other communities in the 

region. 

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• 82% of housing stock is single-detached dwellings, followed by 11% movable dwellings.  

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of homeownership (89%), typical of similar communities. 
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Housing Need and Affordability Gap Analysis 

• 350 households in Campbell River (295) and Area D (55) are living in unsuitable housing. 

• 1,065 private dwellings require major repairs. The majority of these are in Campbell River (865), however, Area D 

has a high proportion of dwellings in need of major repairs (200, 11%).  

• 3,480 households are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs, 3,190 in Campbell River and 290 in 

Area D.  

• At least 79 people were reported homeless (sheltered and unsheltered) in 2017, though the true figure is likely 

higher.  

• Lone parent families and individuals seeking housing are facing significant affordability challenges. Current 

homeownership and rental costs for these households exceed the affordability threshold for median and below 

median incomes.  
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Summary for Gold River, Tahsis, Zeballos, Sayward, and Area A 

Community Profile 

COMMUNITY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

V I LLAGE  O F GO LD  

RI VE R 

• Gold River shrunk by 11% between 2006 and 2016.  

• Third highest median income in the region ($61,472). 

• 14% of population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region.  

• The neighbouring community of Tsa’Xana also has a high proportion of children.  

• 8% of residents are Indigenous. 

V I LLAGE  O F TA HSI S  • Tahsis shrunk by 32% between 2006 and 2016.  

• 27% of population is 65 years old or older, among the highest proportion of older 

adults in the region.  

• Oldest median age in the region (58.0). 

• 5% of residents are Indigenous. 

V I LLAGE  O F ZEBA LLOS  • Zeballos shrunk by 43% between 2006 and 2016.  

• The lowest proportion of children and youth ages 14 and under in the region (5%). 

However, the neighbouring community of Ehattesaht (Ehatis) has a high 

proportion of children.  

• 15% of residents are Indigenous. 

V I LLAGE  O F S AYWA RD  • Sayward has the second oldest median age in region (57.9). 

• 13% of the population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion 

of children and youth in the region. 

• 29% of the population is 65 years old or older, tied with Quadra for the highest 

proportion of older adults in the region. 

• 15% of residents are Indigenous. 

A REA  A (KYUQU OT,  

S AYWA RD  VA LLEY ,  

RACE  POINT ROAD )  

• Area A shrunk by 8% between 2006 and 2016.  

• 5% of population identify as visible minorities, a higher proportion than other 

regional communities.  

• A high proportion of children and youth live in households making less than low-

income cut-off, which may indicate child poverty.  

• 8% of residents are Indigenous. 
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Housing Context 

COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

VI LLAGE  O F GO LD  

RI VE R 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Gold River has a higher proportion of households without children than other 

communities in the region. However, the nearby community of Tsa’Xana has a high 

proportion of children and youth. 

• The median income is relatively high compared to other communities in the region.  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• There is a relatively diverse housing stock compared to other small communities in the 

region. 

• There is a very low percentage of newer housing stock (built in 2001 or later – only 2%). 

TENURE 

• 89% of households own their home, typical of similar communities.  

OWNERSHIP MARKET 

• There are significant year-to-year fluctuations in annual median housing prices. 

V I LLAGE  O F TA HSI S  HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Tahsis has a high proportion of one-person households (57%). 

• Only 13% of households are one-family households with children. 

• 7% of households live in shared living arrangements (e.g., roommates), the highest 

proportion in the region.  

HOUSING SUPPLY  

• The housing supply is generally older with a significant portion of housing built in 1960 

or earlier (31%). 

• 17% of housing requires major repairs, the second highest proportion among regional 

communities.  

TENURE 

• There is a very high rate of home ownership (97%), typical of similar communities. 

V I LLAGE  O F ZEBA LLOS  HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Zeballos has a high proportion of one-person households (45%).  

• 67% of families are couples without children.  

• However, the nearby community of Ehattesaht (Ehatis) has a high proportion of 

children and youth. 
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COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of rentership (31%) 

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• 31% of housing requires major repairs, the highest proportion in the region. 

V I LLAGE  O F S AYWA RD  HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE  

• 19% of families are led by a lone parent (the highest percentage in the region). 

HOUSING SUPPLY  

• Sayward has a more diverse housing stock than other small communities in the region. 

TENURE 

There is a high rate of homeownership (86%), typical of smaller communities. 

A REA  A (KYU QU OT,  

S AYWA RD  VA LLEY ,  

RACE  POINT ROAD )  

TENURE 

• 88% of households own their home.  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• 25% of housing stock is movable dwellings, the highest proportion in the region.  

Housing Need and Affordability Gap Analysis 

• Approximately 20 households are living in unsuitable housing across these communities, 10 in Gold River and 

10 in Area A. 

• Approximately 130 private dwellings require major repairs: 50 in Gold River, 25 in Tahsis, 20 in Zeballos, and 

35 in Area A. 

• Approximately 155 households are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs: 85 in Gold River, 

15 in Sayward, and 55 in Area A.  

• In Area A, household maintainers that are 65 years of age or older are more likely to be spending 30% or more 

of their income on shelter costs than the general population.  

• At least 180 households make less than the income required to afford monthly shelter costs determined by the 

Census. The true figure is likely much higher as these shelter costs are based on all households, including those 

that may have secured housing a long time ago when costs were lower.  

• There is little reliable data on rental housing.  

• Individuals face the most significant affordability gaps. Lone parent households in Gold River making 80% of 

median income also face an affordability gap.  

• As Census data for the variables used in this analysis are suppressed for Tahsis and Zeballos, the figures above 

should be understood as minimums. 
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Summary for Area B (Cortes Island) and Area C (Quadra Island, Discovery Islands, and Mainland) 

Community Profile 

COMMUNITY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

CO RTES  (A RE A B )  • Cortes has a much higher percentage of households making less than the 

low-income cut-off (17%) than other communities.  

• A high proportion of children and youth live in households making less than 

low-income cut-off. 

• 13% of population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest 

proportion of children and youth in the region.  

• 28% of population is 65 years old or older, among the highest proportion 

of older adults in the region.  

• 4% of population are recent immigrants, the highest proportion in the 

region. 

• 7% of residents are Indigenous. 

QUAD RA (A REA C ,  

I NC LUDI NG 

DI SCO VE RY I S LANDS,  

A ND MAI NLA ND) 

• A high proportion of children and youth live in households making less than 

low-income cut-off.  

• 29% of population is 65 years old or older, tied with Sayward for the highest 

proportion of older adults in the region.  

• Third oldest median age in region (56.3). 

• 4% of residents are Indigenous.  

Housing Context 

COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

A REA  B (CO RTES 

I S LAND ) 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Area B has a high proportion of one-person households (43%). 

• Median incomes are lower for all family types compared to other 

communities.  

• The median income for couples with children is very low. 

TENURE 

• 35% of households rent, the highest proportion in the region.  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• A high proportion of newer housing that is built in 2001 or later (30%). 

• 90% of housing stock is single-detached dwellings.  
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COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

A REA  C (QUAD RA  

I S LAND , D ISCO VE RY 

I S LAND S,  AND  

MAI NLAND ) 

HOUSEHOLD SUPPLY 

• 90% of housing stock is single-detached dwellings, which is typical for 

similar communities.  

DWELLING AGES 

• There is a range of dwelling ages.  

HOUSING CONDITION 

• 11% of housing requires major repairs.  

Housing Need and Affordability Gap Analysis 

• 70 households are living in unsuitable housing, 35 on Cortes and 35 on Quadra. 

• A higher proportion of households on Cortes are living in unsuitable housing than the region’s other 

municipalities and electoral areas (6.5% vs. 2.4% region-wide). 

• 150 private dwellings require major repairs: 125 on Quadra and 25 on Cortes. 

• On Quadra, households with maintainers who are 65 years of age or older are more likely to be living in 

dwellings that require major repairs than the general population.  

• 400 households are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs: 150 on Cortes and 250 on Quadra. 

• 29% of households on Cortes are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs. This is the highest 

proportion among municipalities and electoral areas in the region.  

• Based on Census calculations, at least 200 households make less than the income required to afford median 

shelter costs for owned dwellings, and at least 450 households make less than the income required to afford 

median shelter costs for rented dwellings. The true figure is likely much higher as these shelter costs are based 

on all households, including those that may have secured housing a long time ago when costs were lower.  

• There is limited data on rentals and alternative living arrangements that might impact the overall affordability 

profile of these communities. This is significant as renters make up 35% of households on Cortes and 23% of 

households on Quadra.  

• All family types are facing significant affordability gaps between median incomes and ownership costs, 

including couples with and without children and individuals.  
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1.1.  PURPOSE 

The Strathcona Community Health Network’s (SCHN) Regional Housing Needs Assessment was prepared to provide a 

baseline understanding of housing needs in the region. This study is made up of four elements: 

The purpose of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment is to position communities and housing stakeholders to 

implement collaborative projects and leverage funding opportunities. With this goal in mind, the project has been 

designed with the following principles: 

• The approach will be inclusive and welcoming. 

• This process will help build capacity among stakeholders. 

• The findings will be action-oriented. 

• The research will be used as an evidence base for decision-making. 

• The assessment lays the foundation for preparing a housing plan. 

This document represents the summary of Phase 1 of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment. It includes community 

profiles, housing context, and the housing needs and affordability analysis. The community engagement findings can 

be found in the Phase 2 report.  

1.2.  STUDY OVERVIEW 

STUDY AREA  

This study includes the entire Strathcona region, based on the boundaries of the Strathcona Regional District. 

Strathcona is located on the traditional territories of the Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth, and Kwakwaka'wakw peoples.  

This study includes the following communities within the region: 

• City of Campbell River 

• Village of Sayward 

• Village of Gold River 

• Village of Tahsis 

• Village of Zeballos 

• Electoral Area A (Kyuquot, Sayward Valley, Race 

Point Road)6  

• Electoral Area B (Cortes Island)7 

• Electoral Area C (Quadra Island, Discovery 

Islands, and Mainland)8 

• Electoral Area D (Oyster River and Buttle Lake)9 

  

                                                             

6 Referred to as Area A in this document. 
7 Referred to as Cortes in this document. 
8 Referred to as Quadra in this document. 
9 Referred to as Area D in this document. 
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This study also includes the following First Nations communities10: 

We Wai Kai First Nation 

• Quinsam 12  

• Cape Mudge 10  

We Wai Kum First Nation 

• Campbell River 11  

Homalco First Nation 

• Homalco 9  

Klahoose First Nation 

• Klahoose (Tork 7)  

Mowachaht/Muchalaht First Nation 

• Tsa’Xana 18  

Ehattesaht First Nation 

• Ehatis 11 

Nuchatlaht First Nation 

• Oclucje 7  

Ka:’yu:’k’t’h’/Che:k’tles7et’h’ First Nations 

• Houpsitas 6 (Kyuquot) 

 

Kwiakah First Nation, Tlowitsis First Nation, and Comox First Nation also have reserves within the SRD area. However, 

these are not currently occupied. 

The purpose of collecting information on First Nations communities is to understand the individual communities that 

make up the region. In particular we want to acknowledge First Nations communities as important members of the 

region, who may have housing needs that differ significantly from the larger communities where data is more available. 

This study does not assess housing needs within individual First Nations communities, recognizing that data collected 

by outside organizations and governments has historically been used in ways that negatively impact First Nations 

communities. The implementation plan identifies funding opportunities for First Nations to assess housing needs and 

develop strategies best suited to their communities. 

A region-wide lens is critical because of temporary and permanent migration between communities in region. However, 

the large land area—18,330 square kilometres—and diversity of communities in the region present challenges to 

planning and collaborating on housing issues. The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of quantitative 

population and housing data to serve as baseline information for local governments and housing stakeholders. This 

work is a key resource to the region’s communities, many of whom may not have the capacity to complete individual 

needs assessments due to lack of resources or the need to balance other more immediate priorities. 

 below shows a map of the region, with municipalities and settlement areas indicated. Figures 1.2 – 1.5 describe Areas 

A-D in more detail, along with nearby municipalities and First Nations.

                                                             

10 Only communities with population are included in this study.  
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Figure 1.1 - Map of Region 
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Figure 1.2 – Map of Area A 
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Figure 1.3 - Map of Area B 
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Figure 1.4 – Map of Area C 
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Figure 1.5 – Map of Area D 
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STUDY APPROACH   

This study is made up of four elements: 

Phase 1: Community Profiles, Regional Housing Context, and Housing Needs and Affordability Analysis captures the 

available quantitative data on population and housing that is available for the region.  

Phase 2: Engagement captures the experiences of people living in the region. It serves to provide a more robust picture 

of housing need and respond to gaps in the quantitative data. 

Community Housing Profiles summarize housing need in the region identified through the research and analysis and 

engagement processes. These are organized by area to provide local housing stakeholders with readily available 

information to plan projects and apply for funding opportunities. 

Implementation Plan identifies opportunities for communities to undertake collaborative projects and leverage external 

funding.  

This document represents the Phase 1: Research and Analysis Summary. The study approach has been designed to be 

inclusive, welcoming, action-oriented, and capacity-building.  

Inclusive 

This study was designed to be as inclusive as possible of those who face barriers to adequate housing and whose voices 

may have been historically ignored. The approach to the Housing Needs Assessment was designed to collect information 

about and hear from those most impacted by housing issues:  

• Persons living in remote communities 

• Indigenous people  

• Older adults 

• Youth and students 

• Persons and families fleeing domestic violence 

• Persons who are experiencing homelessness or housing insecurity 

• Persons who have disabilities 

• Persons with mental health and/or substance use issues 

• Persons with barriers that prevent access to appropriate and affordable housing (i.e., people with low or insecure 

income) 

This document is a summary of quantitative population data which captures information on a wide range of 

demographic groups. However, quantitative data collection is only one method of learning about the housing needs in 

the community. It is recognized that there are limitations to the types of population data that are available, particularly 

for people who may be marginalized and either excluded from or unable to participate in processes like the Census. 

Because of this, the quantitative research presented here is supplemented through a range of community engagement 

methods to capture more voices and experiences. The engagement is summarized in the Phase 2 report of this study.  
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Welcoming  

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment process sought to welcome and centre the experiences and needs of 

Indigenous communities, including Kwakwaka’wakw, Nuu-chah-nulth, and Coast Salish peoples, as well as members of 

Homalco, We Wai Kai, Wei Wai Kum, Klahoose, Kwiakah, Tlowitsis, Mowachaht/Muchalaht, Ehattesaht, Nuchatlaht, and 

Kyuquot/Cheklesaht nations and chartered Métis communities. There is also a need to support the housing needs of 

Indigenous people coming from nations outside of the regional district boundary.  

The focus of the information presented here on First Nations communities and Indigenous peoples is to build a picture 

of the region and the range of housing needs. The community engagement included collecting housing information and 

hearing the experiences of Indigenous peoples living on and off reserve, as well as engaging First Nations staff.  

Action-Oriented 

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment is designed to be action-oriented and provide a launching point for the 

development of a Regional Housing Plan. The research (Phase 1) and engagement (Phase 2) processes identify 

opportunities for collaboration. The final deliverables include concise community housing profiles for each area of the 

region and an implementation plan for local governments and housing providers to use to understand housing needs, 

identify opportunities for collaboration, and communicate need to funding providers. These deliverables lay the 

groundwork for housing stakeholders to pursue funding opportunities. 

CAPACITY-BUILDING 

Each element of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment serves to build local capacity. This document provides the 

baseline information of what data is available on population and housing. The engagement captures the experiences of 

local residents, as well as housing stakeholders. The community housing profiles and implementation plan set up 

housing providers to collaborate and seek funding. At every milestone, an Advisory Committee provided input to guide 

the development of deliverables that would serve community needs. The Advisory Committee provided a forum for 

building connections and learning for local housing stakeholders and was composed of the following organizations: 

• Strathcona Community Health Network 

• VIHA Public Health 

• BC Housing 

• Campbell River and District Association for Community Living 

• John Howard Society 

• City of Campbell River 

• Laichwiltach Family Life Society 

• M'akola Housing Society 

• Homalco First Nation 

• Kyuquot-Checleset First Nation 

• Ehattesaht First Nation 

• United Way North Island 
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METHODOLOGY  

The Phase 1: Research and Analysis Summary is a review of quantitative data on population and housing that is already 

available. This data is used to build a picture of housing need and affordability in the region, as well as develop an 

understanding of housing supply across the housing continuum.  

Figure 1.6 Housing Continuum 

Source: BC Healthy Communities, 2018. 

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment takes a healthy housing approach that integrates health and equity lenses 

throughout the process. The following summarizes the methods and data sources used in each chapter of this 

document: 

C HA PTE R 1  

I NTRO D UC TI O N  
Purpose and overview of the study.  

C HA PTE R 2  

C O MMU NI TY  PRO FI LE  

Summary of demographic trends in all communities of the region, drawing from 

data from Statistics Canada and BC Stats. 

C HA PTE R 3  

RE G IO NA L HO US I NG 

C O NTE XT  

Review of the housing context in the region, including household structure, 

housing supply, tenure, rental market, ownership market, and non-market 

housing. It draws on data from Statistics Canada, Canada Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation (CMHC) Information Portal, Multiple Listing Service (MLS), and BC 

Housing. As part of this research, a survey of online rental postings was also 

completed. These multiple sources help build a picture of housing across the 

housing continuum. 

C HA PTE R 4  

HO U S I NG  NEED  A ND  

A FFO RD AB I L I TY  A NA LYS I S 

Based on the data presented in Chapter 2 and 3, summarizes housing indicators 

and the affordability analysis for each of the communities for which there is 

data. The findings identify the number of housings facing housing need and the 

types of families facing affordability gaps.  

C HA PTE R 5 

NE XT S TE PS 
Identifies the next phases and deliverables of the study.  
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CONSTRAINTS  AND L IMI TATIONS 

There are a number of limitations to quantitative data and these are described below. The community engagement was 

designed to help fill in information gaps identified in this report.   

Boundary Restructure 

SRD was created in 2008 when the former Regional District of Comox-Strathcona was restructured into what is now the 

SRD and the Comox Valley Regional District. This change means that population data is not always comparable across 

Census periods and trend data is limited for some communities. 

Small Communities  

Small communities of just a few hundred people, such as the Villages of Zeballos, Tahsis, and Sayward, face unique data 

challenges. They generally receive fewer resources for data collection on health, housing, and socio-economic issues. 

Unlike larger areas which may have multiple organizations conducting studies on these topics, information about small 

communities is often anecdotal. Census data is an important source of information in housing needs assessments, but 

small communities often have lower response rates. The nature of small communities also creates the risk of 

households being identifiable through Census data, and therefore Statistics Canada may suppress data to prevent 

privacy breaches. This means data for a particular community may not be reliable or representative.  

Hard-to-Reach Populations 

Some populations, including those living in remote locations and those who have high housing need, may be difficult to 

reach through studies such as this one. The engagement process for this Housing Needs Assessment is designed to 

capture the unique experiences of hard-to-reach populations through a variety of opportunities, including a public 

survey, lived-experience and key-informant interviews, informal engagement at community places, and public forums. 
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A NOTE ON GEOGRAPHIC  BOUNDARIES    

SRD was created in 2008 when the former Regional District of Comox-Strathcona was restructured into what is now the 

SRD and the Comox Valley Regional District. The change in boundaries means that population data is not always 

comparable across Census periods. For the 2011 Census year, Statistics Canada provides 2006 figures for some (but not 

all) variables based on the post-2008 geographic boundaries. This allows population data to be compared for some 

variables over three Census years (ten-year period). However, the lack of geographically relevant data pre-2006 means 

that figures from earlier Censuses are not referenced here.  

This document refers to SRD as a geographic unit in reporting Census data. As per the Canada Census, the boundary of 

SRD is a Census Division. The SRD Census Division includes all Census Subdivisions within that boundary, including 

municipalities, electoral areas, and First Nations communities. In this chapter, SRD generally refers to the Census 

Division, not the level of government that is the Strathcona Regional District, unless stated otherwise. 

2.1.  POPULATION 

REGION 

The population of the Strathcona region was 44,671 in 2016 and experienced six percent population growth between 

2006 and 2016, a lower rate of population growth than BC (13%) and Canada (11%). Though SRD covers a very large 

region (18,278 square kilometres), the vast majority of its population (73%) is concentrated in Campbell River.   

Table 2.1 Population Change, Regional Level (2006 to 2016) 

C O MMU NI TY  ∆  2006 TO  2016  2016  2011  2006  

SRD 6% 44,671 43,252 42,113 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 13% 4,648,055 4,400,057 4,113,487 

CANADA 11% 35,151,728 33,476,688 31,612,897 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 2011, 2006 

The region’s population growth rate has fluctuated in recent decades, growing rapidly during the 1980s and 1990s 

before experiencing a decline between 1996 and 2001. Post-2001, SRD saw moderate but steady growth with each 

Census period. BC Stats expects the region to continue growing in the coming years, at a more moderate pace than the 

provincial growth rate, reaching a population of 50,000 by 2031. While BC Stats does not provide population projections 

at the city level, based on recent growth trends, the City of Campbell River and neighbouring communities will continue 

to attract the bulk of region’s population. 
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Figure 2.1 Population Growth Rates, Regional Level (1986 - 2041) 

 
Sources: BC Stats Population Estimates and Projections (Accessed March 2018) 

MUNICIPALITI ES  AND E LECTORAL AREAS  

At the community level, Campbell River grew by 10% between 2006 and 2016, being the main urban centre in the 

region. Area D also grew by two percent. Other communities experienced a population decline over this period.  

Table 2.2 Population Change, Local Government Level (2006 to 2016) 

C O MMU NI TY  ∆  2006 TO  2016  2016  2011  2006  

SRD 6% 44,671 43,252 42,113 

CAMPBELL RIVER 10% 32,588 31,186 29,572 

GOLD RIVER -11% 1,212 1,267 1,362 

SAYWARD -9% 311 317 341 

TAHSIS -32% 248 316 366 

ZEBALLOS -43% 107 125 189 

AREA A -8% 764 807 829 

CORTES -1% 1,035 1,007 1,042 

QUADRA  -2% 2,431 2,601 2,472 

AREA D 2% 4,396 4,037 4,326 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 2011, 2006 

Area A is a large area that includes a number of settlements, each with unique characteristics that are not captured at 

the electoral area level. To provide context for how population is distributed across Area A, Table 2.3Error! Reference 
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source not found. shows the number of developed properties in each settlement area. Population information for the 

First Nations communities in this area is provide in section 2.6.  

Table 2.3 Property Counts – Settlement Areas in Area A, 2018 

A RE A D E VE LO PE D  PRO PE RTI E S  

KYUQUOT/WALTERS COVE 35 

SAYWARD VALLEY (EXCLUDING SAYWARD 

VILLAGE) 

272 

RACE POINT 36 

Source: Strathcona Regional District, 2018.  

FIRST NATIONS  

The Strathcona region is located on the traditional territories of the Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth, and Kwakwaka'wakw 

peoples. First Nations communities and Indigenous peoples form a significant part of the region. Error! Reference source 

not found.4Error! Reference source not found. shows the population of First Nation communities that fall within the 

study area. This table shows only reserves with a resident population. Reserves without population are not included.  

In 2016, 1,574 people in the region lived on First Nation reserves, a number that has remained stable over the past 

decade. However, individual First Nation communities have experienced a wide range of population changes. As many 

are small, any in or out migration will have a big impact on the total population. Though some communities have 

experienced clear trends—for example Quinsam has grown in each of the past three Census years—many communities 

have experienced population fluctuations. The significant decline in population in a number of communities is likely due 

to out migration to other communities.   
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Table 2.4 Population Change, First Nation On-Reserve Population (2006 to 2016) 

F I RS T  NA TI O N C O MMU NI TY  

∆  2006 

TO  

2016  

2016  2011  2006  

WE WAI KAI FIRST NATION 

Quinsam 12  41% 294 246 208 

Cape Mudge 10  -16% 147 143 175 

WE WAI KUM FIRST NATION Campbell River 11 0% 381 424 381 

HOMALCO FIRST NATION Homalco 9 -8% 202 203 220 

KLAHOOSE FIRST NATION Klahoose (Tork 7) -14% 64 47 74 

MOWACHAHT/MUCHALAHT FIRST NATION Tsa’Xana 18 -15% 187 234 221 

EHATTESAHT FIRST NATION Ehatis 11 11% 88 70 79 

NUCHATLAHT FIRST NATION Oclucje 7 -44% 30 30 54 

KA:’YU:’K’T’H’/CHE:K’TLES7ET’H’ FIRST 

NATIONS 

Houpsitas 6 

(Kyuquot) 

-1% 181 182 182 

TOTAL ON-RESERVE POPULATION All Communities -1% 1,574 1,579 1,594 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 2011, 2006 

Kwiakah First Nation, Tlowitsis First Nation, and Comox First Nation also have reserves within the SRD area. However, 

these are not currently occupied. 

2.2.  AGE  

REGION 

SRD has a similar proportion of youth (15%) compared to the rates for the province (15%) and country (17%). However, 

the region has a higher proportion of adults 65 and older (22%) compared to BC (18%) and Canada (17%), and a lower 

proportion of people between 15 and 64 (63%), traditionally the working age population, compared to BC (67%) and 

Canada (67%). 
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Figure 2.2 Age Distribution, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

MUNICIPALITI ES  AND E LECTORAL AREAS  

There is significant variation in age profiles across the region. Campbell River, Gold River, Sayward, Area D, and Cortes 

have the highest proportions of children. Quadra, Cortes, Sayward, and Tahsis have the highest proportions of adults 

65 and over.  

Figure 2.3 Age Distribution, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

The communities for which we have data have an aging population, with a higher rate of seniors than seen provincially 

and nationally. The graph below shows population trends for those 65 years of age and older between 2006 and 2016. 

The proportion of adults 65 years of age and older has risen rapidly in all communities for which we have data. Because 

of boundary changes, trend data is only available for some of the region’s communities.  
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Figure 2.4 Population Over 65 (2006 to 2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

5 compares the median age of SRD communities. The median age for SRD (48.2) is much older than for BC (43.0) and 

Canada (41.2). Campbell River has a much younger median age than other SRD communities. Sayward and Tahsis have 

the oldest median age.  

Table 2.5 Median Age Comparison, Youngest to Oldest (2006 to 2016) 
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35%

Campbell River Gold River Sayward Tahsis Zeballos

2016 2011 2006

C O MMU NI TY  ME D IA N AGE  

CAMPBELL RIVER 46.5 

AREA D 51.9 

ZEBALLOS 52.8 

GOLD RIVER 53.4 

CORTES 53.5 

AREA A 55.8 

QUADRA 56.3 

SAYWARD 57.9 
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Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016  
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FIRST NATIONS  

Figure 2.5 shows the age distribution for on-reserve communities in the region. There is significant variation among 

communities. Ehattesaht (Ehatis) (33%), Tsa’Xana (32%), and Kyuquot (Houpsitas) (30%) have the highest proportions 

of children and youth 14 years and younger.  

Figure 2.5 Age Distribution, On-Reserve Population (2016) 

Figure 2.5 Age Distribution, On-Reserve Population (2016)

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 2011, 2006 
Note that data for Oclucje 7 was suppressed for privacy reasons.  
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F I RS T  NA TI O N C O MMU NI TY  ME D IA N 

A GE 

WE WAI KAI FIRST NATION Quinsam 12 38.2 

Cape Mudge 10 46.5 

WE WAI KUM FIRST NATION Campbell River 11 45.6 

HOMALCO FIRST NATION Homalco 9 38.2 

KLAHOOSE FIRST NATION Klahoose (Tork 7) 46.6 

MOWACHAHT/MUCHALAHT 

FIRST NATION 

Tsa’Xana 18 27.1 

EHATTESAHT FIRST NATION Ehattesaht (Ehatis 

11) 

20.5 

NUCHATLAHT FIRST NATION Oclucje 7 Not 

available 
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6 shows the median age of each of the First Nations communities. The communities of Cape Mudge, Campbell River, 

and Klahoose (Tork) show an older median age that is close to that of the City of Campbell River. Tsa’Xana, Kyuquot 

(Houpsitas), and Ehattesaht (Ehatis) have very young median ages.  

Table 2.6 Median Age, On-Reserve Population 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.  INDIGENOUS IDENTITY  

In addition to at home communities, Indigenous peoples form a 

significant part of many of the region’s municipalities and electoral 

areas. In the 2016 Census, 13% of Strathcona residents reported an Aboriginal identity. This is compared to 6% across 

BC and 5% across Canada. 12% percent of Campbell River residents and 15% of Sayward residents identify as Aboriginal. 

The figures from Zeballos are unclear due to rounding. 

Figure 2.6 Aboriginal Identity, Community Level (2016) 

KA:’YU:’K’T’H’/CHE:K’TLES7ET’H’ 

FIRST NATIONS 

Kyuquot 

(Houpsitas 6)  

26.6 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 
2011, 2006 
Note that data for Oclucje 7 was suppressed 
for privacy reasons COPY
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Source: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

*In this report, the term Indigenous is used when referring to First Nations, Metis, or Inuit peoples. However, Statistics 

Canada uses the terms Aboriginal and Registered or Treaty Indian in the Census.  

2.4.  VISIBLE MINORITY 

Compared to figures for BC (30%) and Canada (22%), SRD (4.2%) has a much lower proportion of visible minorities. 

Figure 2.7 shows that the highest proportions of people who identify as visible minorities are in Area A (5%), Campbell 

River (5%), and Cortes (5%). Data for Tahsis and Zeballos shows no visible minorities but may not be reliable. 

Figure 2.7 Visible Minority Population, SRD (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

2.5.  RECENT IMMIGRANTS  

Recent immigrants are defined here as those who arrived in Canada in 2011 or later. In 2016, 1% of SRD residents were 

recent immigrants, compared to approximately 4% of the population of BC and Canada. Figure 2.8 shows the 

proportions of recent immigrants in SRD communities for which there is reliable data. Data for Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos 

shows no recent immigrants but may not be reliable.  
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Figure 2.8 Recent Immigrants, SRD (2016) 

 
 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

2.6.  ECONOMY 

INCOME 

SRD has a lower median household income ($62,366) than BC ($69,995) or Canada ($70,366). Figure 2.9 shows 

differences in median household incomes across the region. The range of median household incomes across community 

is significant. Median incomes in Area D are more than double those of Cortes and Zeballos.  

Figure 2.9 Median Household Incomes, SRD (2016) 

  
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Available income data for 2006 shows a general trend towards rising incomes across BC and Canada. Campbell River 

median income has grown slower than the province in general.  

Table 2.7 Median Household Income (2006 – 2016) 

C O MMU NI TY  
∆  2006 TO  

2016  
2016  2011  2006  

1%
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4%
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4%
4%

0.0%
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3.0%

4.0%

5.0%

Campbell
River
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Recent Immigrants (2011 to 2016)

$36,096

$36,160

$37,248

$45,056

$48,512

$53,931

$61,472

$64,465

$74,606

Zeballos
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Gold River

Campbell River
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CAMPBELL RIVER 26% $64,465 $56,362 $51,011 

SAYWARD 46% $45,056 $60,554 $30,953 

BC 33% $69,995 $60,333 $52,709 

CANADA 31% $70,336 $61,072 $53,634 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 2006, NHS 2011 

LOW INCOME 

Low-Income cut-offs are income thresholds used by Stats Canada to determine the number of families that, based on 

their income and family size, are likely to be spending more on necessities such as food, shelter, and clothing that 

families making an average income. Low-income cut-offs are away for measuring poverty and financial hardship. 

However, they are an imperfect measure and may understate the number of families facing financial hardship, 

particularly if the cost of housing or other necessities are much higher than the benchmark areas used by Stats Canada. 

 SRD (8%) has a lower proportion of households that fall under the low-income cut-off, after tax, than BC (11%) and 

Canada (9%). 

Figure 2.10 Low-Income Cut-Offs, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Cortes (17%) has the highest percentage of people who fall under the low-income cut-off, followed by Quadra (9%) and 

Campbell River (9%). Area D has the lowest percentage of people who fall under the low-income cut-off, reflective of 

the higher overall incomes in this area. Note that data for Tahsis and Zeballos is suppressed for privacy concerns.   
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Figure 2.11 Low-Income Cut-Offs, After Tax, Community Level (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Area A, Cortes, Quadra, and Campbell River show the highest rates of children and youth 17 years of age or younger 

living below the low-income cut-off. Area A, Cortes, and Quadra face very high percentages of young children 5 years 

of age or younger living below the low-income cut-off. Note that data is not available for Tahsis or Zeballos due to 

privacy concerns.  

Figure 2.12 Low-Income Cut-Offs by Age Group, After Tax, Community Level (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Additional analysis on median income and housing has been completed as part of affordability gap analysis in Section 

5.  
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EMPLOYM ENT  

SRD has weaker economic indicators than provincial and national figures, with a lower economic participation rate, 

lower employment rate, and higher unemployment rate. However, there is wide variation across communities. 

Campbell River has among the highest labour participation (60%) among SRD communities, but a high unemployment 

rate (10%). Sayward, Area A, Tahsis, and Zeballos are experiencing the highest unemployment rates in the region (13% 

each). While many communities have lower labour participation rates, likely due to a high proportion of older adults 

who are retired, Zeballos is experiencing both a high rate of labour participation and high unemployment. However, the 

small population in Zeballos makes it difficult to draw conclusions from these figures as this may be due to rounding. 

Table 2.8 Employment Indicators (2016) 

C O MMU NI TY  PA RTI C I PA TIO N RA TE  E MPLO Y ME NT RA TE  
U NE MPLO Y ME NT 

RA TE 

CANADA 65% 60% 8% 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 64% 60% 7% 

SRD 59% 53% 10% 

CORTES 58% 54% 7% 

GOLD RIVER 54% 50% 9% 

AREA D 60% 54% 9% 

CAMPBELL RIVER 60% 54% 10% 

QUADRA 56% 50% 11% 

SAYWARD 47% 41% 13% 

AREA A 51% 44% 13% 

TAHSIS 37% 34% 13% 

ZEBALLOS 79% 74% 13% 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016  COPY
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2.7.  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The table below summarizes the community profile for the region.  

Table 2.9 Community Profile Summary, Region 

DEMOGRAPHIC 

VA RIABLE 
FEATURES OF THE REGION 

PO PU LA TI ON 

G ROW TH 

• The region grew by 6% between 2006 and 2016, reaching 44,671 in 2016.  

• The region is projected to continue growing at a moderate but steady rate, reaching 

50,000 by 2031. Most of this growth will likely be concentrated in and around Campbell 

River.  

• The population of First Nations communities overall has been stable over the past three 

Census periods. However, there is significant variation among First Nations 

communities.  

AGE • Strathcona has an aging population. Twenty-two percent of Strathcona residents are 

65 or older, a higher proportion than figures for BC and Canada. 

• Ehattesaht (Ehatis), Tsa’Xana, and Kyuquot (Houpsitas) have the highest proportion of 

children and youth compared to other communities in the region. 

I NDIGE NOUS 

IDE NTI TY  

• Indigenous peoples are a significant part of the region (13%). 

V IS IB LE 

MINO RIT IES  

• Strathcona has a much lower proportion of visible minorities than BC and Canada.  

RECENT 

I MMIGRANTS 

• Strathcona has a smaller proportion of recent immigrants than BC and Canada.  

ECO NOMY • Strathcona has lower median incomes than BC and Canada.  

• There is significant variation in median household income levels across communities.  

• The median income of Area D is more than twice that of the three lowest median 

household income communities. 

• The region has a higher unemployment rate (10%) than BC (7%) and Canada (8%). 

In addition to a region-wide community profile, the table below summarizes key characteristics of each SRD community.  
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Table 2.10 Community Profile Summary, Communities 

COMMUNITY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

CI TY  OF  CA MPBE LL  

R I VE R 

• Campbell River is experiencing the fastest population growth in the region (10% 

between 2006 and 2016). 

• The city has the second highest median income ($64,465) among regional 

communities. 

• There is a high proportion of children and youth who live in households making less 

than the low-income cut-off, which may indicate child poverty. 

• 15% of the population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region.  

• 12% of residents are Indigenous. 

• 5% of residents identify as visible minorities.  

V I LLAGE  O F S AYWA RD  • Sayward has the second oldest median age in region (57.9). 

• 13% of the population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region. 

• 29% of the population is 65 years old or older, tied with Quadra for the highest 

proportion of older adults in the region. 

• 15% of residents are Indigenous. 

V I LLAGE  O F GO LD  

RI VE R 

• Gold River shrunk by 11% between 2006 and 2016.  

• Third highest median income in the region ($61,472). 

• 14% of population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region.  

• The neighbouring community of Tsa’Xana also has a high proportion of children.  

• 8% of residents are Indigenous. 

V I LLAGE  O F TA HSI S  • Tahsis shrunk by 32% between 2006 and 2016.  

• 27% of population is 65 years old or older, among the highest proportion of older 

adults in the region.  

• Oldest median age in the region (58.0). 

• 5% of residents are Indigenous. 

V I LLAGE  O F ZEBA LLOS  • Zeballos shrunk by 43% between 2006 and 2016.  

• The lowest proportion of children and youth ages 14 and under in the region (5%). 

However, the neighbouring community of Ehattesaht (Ehatis) has a high proportion 

of children.  

• 15% of residents are Indigenous. 
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COMMUNITY KEY CHARACTERISTICS 

A REA  A (KYUQU OT,  

S AYWA RD  VA LLEY ,  

RACE  POINT ROAD )  

• Area A shrunk by 8% between 2006 and 2016.  

• 5% of population identify as visible minorities, a higher proportion than other 

regional communities.  

• A high proportion of children and youth live in households making less than low-

income cut-off, which may indicate child poverty.  

• 8% of residents are Indigenous. 

CO RTES  (A RE A B )  • Cortes has a much higher percentage of households making less than the low-

income cut-off (17%) than other communities.  

• A high proportion of children and youth live in households making less than low-

income cut-off. 

• 13% of population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region.  

• 28% of population is 65 years old or older, among the highest proportion of older 

adults in the region.  

• 4% of population are recent immigrants, the highest proportion in the region. 

• 7% of residents are Indigenous. 

QUAD RA (A REA C ,  

I NC LUDI NG 

DI SCO VE RY I S LANDS,  

A ND MAI NLA ND) 

• A high proportion of children and youth live in households making less than low-

income cut-off.  

• 29% of population is 65 years old or older, tied with Sayward for the highest 

proportion of older adults in the region.  

• Third oldest median age in region (56.3). 

• 4% of residents are Indigenous. 

A REA  D (OY STE R 

RI VE R A ND  BU TTLE  

LA KE) 

• Highest median household income ($74,606) in the region.  

• 14% of population is 14 years old or younger, among the highest proportion of 

children and youth in the region. 

• 8% of residents are Indigenous. COPY
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3.1.  HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE  

HOUSEHOLD S IZE  

SRD has a greater proportion of two-person households (42%) compared to BC (35%) and Canada (34%). SRD also has 

slightly lower proportions of household with three or more people than BC or Canada. 

Figure 3.1 Household Size, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Differences in household sizes among communities may be due to the types of employment and housing available in 

each community, as well as other factors that draw certain types of households to different locations. Tahsis has the 

highest percentage of one-person households (57%), followed by Zeballos (45%), and Cortes (43%).  

Figure 3.2 Household Size, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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HOUSEHOLD TYPES  

SRD has a lower proportion of one-census-family households with children than BC and Canada.11 This likely reflects a 

higher proportion of older adults whose children have moved away.  

Figure 3.3 Household Types, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

There is significant variation in proportions of household types across SRD communities. The highest proportion of 

family households without children are Sayward (43%), Gold River (42%), Area A (42%), Quadra (42%), and Area D (43%). 

Tahsis (54%) and Zeballos (50%) have significant proportions one-person households. However, Tsa’Xana, which 

neighbours Gold River, and Ehattesaht (Ehatis), which neighbours Zeballos, have high proportions of children and youth. 

Campbell River (31%) and Area D (29%) have the highest proportion of one-family households with children, reflective 

of a younger population with more people starting families.  

Figure 3.4 Household Types, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

                                                             

11 Statistics Canada classifies households as one-census-family, multiple-census family, or non-census-family households, 
depending on how many families are living in a single dwelling. A census family is generally defined as a couple or lone parent 
living with one or more children, though there are variations.  
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INCOME BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE  

The tables below show median income by household type for SRD. Note that income for Zeballos and Tahsis is 

suppressed by Statistics Canada due to the small sample size responding to the long-form Census from these 

communities. SRD has a slightly lower median income for all household types than BC and Canada. Similar to provincial 

and national figures, median incomes for lone parent families and individuals not in economic families are significantly 

lower than couples without children, and less than half those for couples with children. 

Figure 3.5 Median Total Incomes by Family Type, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

There is a wide range of median incomes across SRD communities and across different family types. Area D reported 

the highest median incomes for all household types, followed by Campbell River and Gold River. Cortes has the lowest 

median incomes for most household types. The median income for couples with children is significantly lower on Cortes 

than in other communities. Data for Tahsis and Zeballos is suppressed.  

Figure 3.6 Median Total Incomes by Family Type, Community Level (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016  
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HOUSEHOLD MAINTAINER S  

SRD has a slightly higher proportion of one-person household maintainers (primary individuals responsible for shelter 

payments and upkeep), than BC and Canada generally.  

Figure 3.7 Number of Household Maintainers, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

SRD has a greater proportion of household maintainers that are 65 or over (31%) compared to BC (26%) and Canada 

(25%) generally. This reflects the larger proportion of seniors in the community overall. 

Figure 3.8 Age of Household Maintainers, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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Area A (43%), D (43%), and Campbell River (38%) have the highest proportions of two-person household maintainers. 

Data for Zeballos appears incomplete due to rounding issues.  

Figure 3.9 Number of Household Maintainers, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Area A (41%), Quadra (38%), Tahsis (37%), and Cortes (37%) have higher proportions of household maintainers 65 years 

or older.  

Figure 3.10 Age of Household Maintainers, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016  
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FAMILY STRUCTURES  

As previous data has already highlighted, SRD has a much lower proportion of families with children. Fifty-three percent 

of couples in the region do not have children, compared to 31% of couples who do. Across BC and Canada, these figures 

are closer together. Across BC, 44% of couples do not have children, compared to 41% of couples who do. Across 

Canada, 41% of couples do not have children, compared to 43% of couples who do. Lone parent families tend to have 

fewer children than couples.  

Figure 3.11 Family Structure, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Among SRD communities, Campbell River has the highest proportion of couples with children (32%), and one of the 

higher percentages of lone parents (13%).  

Figure 3.12 Family Structure, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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3.2.  HOUSING SUPPLY 

DWELLING TYPES  

SRD has a significantly higher percentage of single-detached dwellings (67%) than BC (44%) and Canada (54%). The 

region has a lower percentage of multi-family dwellings such as apartment buildings, row houses, and duplexes. The 

region also has a higher percentage of moveable dwellings (6%) than BC (3%) and Canada (1%) generally.  

Figure 3.13 Dwelling Types, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Dwelling types range widely across SRD communities. Campbell River and Gold River have the most diverse housing 

stock, reflecting the fact that these are larger communities with more housing options.  

Figure 3.14 Dwelling Types, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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DWELLING AGES  

The region has a higher percentage of housing built between 1961 and 2000, and a lower percentage of housing build 

in 2001 or later.  

Figure 3.15 Dwelling Age, Regional Level (2016) 

 
 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Dwelling ages across SRD communities reflect the overall age of the communities and settlement patterns in the region. 

Tahsis has the highest proportion of housing built in 1960 or before (31%). Cortes (30%) and Campbell River (20%) have 

the highest proportions of housing built recently (2001 to 2016).  

Figure 3.16 Dwelling Age, Community Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016  
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HOUSING CONDITION  

SRD has a slightly higher proportion of housing that requires major repairs (8%) than BC (6%) and Canada (6%) generally.  

Figure 3.17 Housing Condition, Regional Level (2016) 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Zeballos (31%) has the highest percentage of housing stock that requires major repairs, followed by Tahsis (17%). Cortes 

(5%) and Campbell River (6%) have the lowest percentage of housing that requires major repairs.  

Figure 3.18 Housing Condition, Community Level (2016 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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HOUSING STARTS 

Campbell River 

Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 show housing starts over time in Campbell River. Housing starts were at their highest in the 

1990s, especially for homeownership and condominium development. Housing starts slowed after 1996 and stayed low 

until 2004, after which they rose dramatically. In the past ten years, housing starts have fluctuated year after year. 

Figure 3.19 Housing Starts, Campbell River (1990 to 2017) 

 

Sources: CMHC Information Portal 

Figure 3.20 Housing Starts by Tenure Type, Campbell River (1990 to 2017) 

 

Sources: CMHC Information Portal  
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Rural and Island Communities 

CMHC does not provide housing starts for any other communities within SRD. Area D is the only electoral area in the 

region that issues building permits through the SRD. The other areas do not have a building permit process and data on 

new homes in these communities is unavailable. The Villages of Tahsis, Sayward, and Gold River did not respond in time 

to requests for building permit data. However, it is anticipated that the volume of building permits issued is low.  

SRD was able to provide the number of units for which building permits were issued for Area D as shown in Figure 3.21. 

The number of units fluctuates annually, with the highest number issued in 2017 based on this data set.  

Figure 3.21 Number of Units Issued Permits, Area D, 2010 to 2017 

 

Source: Strathcona Regional District, Building Permit Data, 2018.  

3.3.  TENURE 

A higher percentage of SRD residents own (74%) compared to BC (68%) and Canada (68%) figures.  

Figure 3.22 Tenure, Regional Level (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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The highest rates of homeownership in the SRD are in Tahsis (97%) Area D (89%), Gold River (89%), and Sayward (86%). 

The highest rates of rentership are on Cortes (35%), Zeballos (31%), and Campbell River (29%).  

Figure 3.23 Tenure, Community Level (2016 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

The table below shows tenure trends between 2006 and 2016 for communities with available information. In both 

Campbell River and Sayward, the rate of homeownership rose slightly between 2006 and 2011, and then fell slightly 

between 2011 and 2016.  

Table 3.1 Tenure Trends (2006 to 2016) 
 

2016  2011  2006  

CAMPBELL RIVER 

OWNER 71% 74% 73% 

RENTER 29% 26% 27% 

SAYWARD 

OWNER 86% 89% 87% 

RENTER 11% 11% 17% 

BC 

OWNER 68% 70% 70% 

RENTER 32% 30% 30% 

CANADA 

OWNER 68% 69% 68% 

RENTER 32% 31% 31% 

Note: 2006 numbers refer to "total private dwellings occupied by usual residents", "number of owned dwellings", and "number 
of rented dwellings" 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016, 2006, NHS 2011 
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3.4.  RENTAL MARKET 

This section describes the rental market of Campbell River. Because it is the largest community with the most significant 

rental market, there is data to support a robust review of supply, vacancy rates, and rents. While other communities do 

have rentals, it is generally much smaller scale and there is limited data available to summarize here. The rental 

landscape in the region is also explored in the community engagement.  

SUPPLY  

Figure 3.24 shows the number of rental units constructed in Campbell River over time. Like many communities across 

Canada, construction of rental units declined dramatically from the 1990s onward due to changes in tax incentives and 

federal government grants for rental housing.  

Figure 3.24 Primary Rental Market by Bedroom Type and Year of Construction for Campbell River 

 

Sources: CMHC Information Portal 

VACANCY RATES  

 

Figure 3.25 compares vacancy rates in Campbell River over time to vacancy rates across BC and Canada. For most of 

the past two decades, Campbell River has had higher vacancy rates than BC and Canada figures, with particularly high 

vacancy rates in the late 1990s and early 2000s. A healthy vacancy rate—healthy for both renters and property 

owners—is typically between 3% and 5%. As Figure 3.26 shows, the vacancy rate has plummeted below healthy levels 

over the past five years and now sits below BC-wide vacancy rates, and far below Canada-wide vacancy rates.  
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Figure 3.25 Vacancy Rates Over Time in Campbell River, 1990 to 2017 

 

Sources: CMHC Information Portal 

Figure 3.26 Vacancy Rates Over Time in Campbell River, 2012 to 2017 

 

 
Sources: CMHC Information Portal 

RENTS  

Figure 3.27 shows rents for different unit types in Campbell River over time. Rents were relatively stable between 1990 

and 2004, fluctuating up and down from year to year. From 2005 onward, rents have been increasing steadily for most 

unit types, and rapidly for units with three bedrooms or more. This data shows rents for the primary rental market 

which refers to purpose-built rental units, historically made up of buildings that are 100% rental. CMHC does not collect 

secondary rental market data for Campbell River, though secondary rentals are expected to comprise a significant part 

of available rental stock.  
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Figure 3.27 Rents in Campbell River (Primary Rental), 1990 to 2017 

 
Sources: CMHC Information Portal 

ONLINE RENTAL POSTIN GS ANAL YSIS  

A survey of online rental postings was completed between February 19 and March 9, 2018 as part of this study to better 

understand current rent levels. Due to the low volume of rentals for communities outside of Campbell River, it is not 

possible to draw conclusions from the rentals found. This data is used to calculated median rents in Campbell River by 

unit type for the purposes of the affordability analysis. 

Table 3.2 Online Rental Postings, Campbell River  

U NI T  TY P E TO TA L U NI TS  FO UND  TY PE S  O F  UNI TS  FOUND   ME D IA N RE NT 

SHARED LIVING 

ARRANGEMENT 

26 • 26 rooms for rent $618 

1 BEDROOM 15 • 6 apartments 

• 9 secondary suites 

$925 

2 BEDROOM 19 • 13 apartments 

• 1 duplex units 

• 2 secondary suites 

• 1 single detached dwelling 

• 2 townhouses 

$1,214 

3 OR MORE 

BEDROOM 

16 • 1 apartment 

• 1 secondary suite 

• 12 single detached 

• 2 townhouses 

$1,670 

Sources: Craigslist and Kijiji ads, February 15 to March 9, 2018.  
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In addition to the postings for Campbell River, 12 other postings were found during the survey period: eight for Sayward, 

two for Gold River, one for Quadra Island, and one for Tahsis.  
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3.5.  OWNERSHIP MARKET  

HOME PRICES  

Figure 3.28 shows average housing prices in Campbell River over time. While there has been some fluctuation, prices 

for apartment and townhouse condominiums have stayed relatively stable over the past decade. Median prices for 

single family homes and patio condominiums12, on the other hand, have risen dramatically over the past three years 

(2015 to 2017). 

Figure 3.28 Median Housing Prices, Campbell River (2007 to 2017) 

 

Sources: Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2006 to 2017 

Figure 3.29 shows median housing prices for the rural and island communities of SRD.13 Gold River, Quadra Island, and 

Kelsey Bay/Sayward have experienced relative price stability over the past decade compared to other communities. 

Cortes Island and Quadra Island have both experienced significant price fluctuations.  

                                                             

12 A patio condominium is a small single-family home with a condominium ownership structure. This type of unit is especially 
popular with retirees as condominium fees include maintenance and landscaping, particularly attractive for homeowners who 
want the benefits of living in a single detached house without the maintenance that goes along with it.  
13 Note that the geographic groupings are based on how these communities are grouped by the Vancouver Island Real Estate  
Board, not municipal or electoral area boundaries. 
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Figure 3.29 Median Housing Prices, Rural and Island Communities (2006 to 2017) 

 
Sources: Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2006 to 2017 

Figure 3.30 shows year-to-year fluctuations in median prices. For most of the period between 2007 and 2015, median 

prices for all unit types fluctuated up and down, with apartment condominiums generally showing the highest rate of 

price fluctuation, followed by townhouse condominiums. Over the last three years for which we have data (2015 to 

2017), all unit types saw consistent increases in prices, with some unit types rising faster than others. The introduction 

of patio condominiums and growth in prices reflects Campbell River as a retirement destination.  

Figure 3.30 Changes in Median Prices (2007 to 2017) 

 
Sources: Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2006 to 2017.   
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SALES  VOLUME 

Campbell River 

Figure 3.31 shows that sales volumes in Campbell River declined from 2007 to 2012, before rising dramatically over the 

past five years. Sales volumes declined slightly from 2016 to 2017 but remain significantly higher than previous years.  

Figure 3.31 Sales Volumes over Time, Campbell River (2006 to 2017) 

 

Sources: Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2006 to 2017.  

In 2016, Vancouver Island Real Estate Board (VIREB) published Buyer Profile, a document summarizing the 

characteristics of homes and home buyers by region. The Buyer Profile is based on MLS data and a survey conducted 

by VIREB. Campbell River was one of the sub-areas of Vancouver Island analyzed. Based on the survey results, the 

following are some of the characteristics of buyers in Campbell River: 

• 45.7% of buyers were new to the community. 

• 85.5% of purchases were for the buyer’s principal residence. 

• Buyers that were new to the community mostly came from other parts of Vancouver Island (except Victoria) 

(20.7%), Alberta (15.5%), other parts of BC (14.0%), Vancouver (10.9%), and Fraser Valley (10.9%), among other 

locations.  

• 56.4% bought their home for retirement purposes.  

While this data is only available for Campbell River and for the 2016 year, it indicates the significant demand for housing 

from new residents and for retirement purposes.  

Rural and Island Communities 

Figure 3.32 shows sales volume data for the rural and island communities of SRD for which we have data.14 This data 

shows significant variation in trends across communities, though the small volume of sales means that this data should 

be considered with caution.  

                                                             

14 Note that the geographic groupings are based on how these communities are grouped by the Vancouver Island Real Estate 
Board, not municipal or electoral area boundaries. 
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Gold River has experienced similar sales trends as Campbell River, declining between 2006 and 2012, before rising again. 

Kelsey Bay/Sayward and Tahsis/Zeballos show similar though less pronounced trends. Cortes Island has few sales 

annually and this has been relatively stable over the past decade. Quadra Island shows a slow increase in sales over 

time.  

Figure 3.32 Sales Volumes over Time, Rural and Island Communities (2006 to 2017) 

 

Sources: Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2006 to 2017.  

HOME OWNERSHIP COSTS  

Home ownership costs range considerably across SRD communities. Homeownership costs based on 2016 median 

housing prices were estimated for this report to allow for comparison with Census data as part of the affordability 

analysis in Section 5. These figures assume monthly mortgage costs based on the following assumptions: 

• Five-year fixed mortgage rate of 3.54% based on RBC rate information as of March 9, 2018 

• 25-year amortization  

• Monthly payments 

In addition to mortgage costs, home ownership costs include an estimated monthly amount for utilities, phone, and 

insurance. This amount is estimated to be approximately $300 in Campbell River and Area D, and $200 in other SRD 

communities. The actual additional cost may range widely. 

 

Table 3.3 shows estimated costs for Campbell River and Area D. These two areas are considered a single market by the 

Vancouver Island Real Estate Board (VIREB) because of their proximity.  
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Table 3.3 Estimated Monthly Ownership Costs, Campbell River and Area D (2016) 

U NI T  TY PE  E S T I MA TE D  MO NTHLY  OW NE RS HI P  CO S TS  

APARTMENT CONDOMINIUM  $1,216 

TOWNHOUSE CONDOMINIUM  $1,178 

SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING $2,148 

Sources: Based on Median Housing Prices from Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2016  

Table 3.4 shows estimated monthly costs for the communities for which data was available: Gold River, Sayward, Quadra 

Island, and Cortes Island. Note that housing price information by unit type was unavailable for these communities. Most 

homes are single detached dwellings in these areas.  

Table 3.4 Estimated Monthly Ownership Costs, (2016) 

 G O LD  RI VE R  S A Y WA RD C O RTE S QUA D RA 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS $830 $970 $1,467 $1,988 

Source: Based on Median Housing Prices from Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS Statistics, 2016 

3.6.  NON-MARKET HOUSING 15 

Non-market housing stock is summarized in the table below. The figures for each housing type may not add up to the 

regional totals as some data may be suppressed for privacy reasons.  

The data presented here is based on housing units where BC Housing has a financial relationship with the housing 

provider. It is possible that there are non-market housing providers that do not have a relationship with BC Housing 

that are not captured here. The vast majority of this housing stock is located in Campbell River, with some in Mansons 

Landing, Quathiaski Cover, and Sayward. While the concentration in Campbell River is reflective of the concentration of 

population, this also reflects the lack of diversity in housing options in smaller communities. Most options are single 

detached dwellings, with few rental options.   

                                                             

15 The source of this table is BC Housing. They have provided a series of explanatory notes, which are included in Appendix B.  
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Table 3.5 Regional Non-Market Housing Continuum (2017) 

S E R V I C E  

A L L O C A T I O N 

S E R V I C E  

A L L O C A T I O N 

S U B G R O U P 

C A M P B E L L  

R I V E R 

G O L D 

R I V E R 

M A N S O N S  

L A N D I N G  

Q U A T H I A S K I  

C O V E  
S A Y W A R D  S R D  

EMERGENCY 

SHELTER AND 

HOUSING FOR THE 

HOMELESS 

  

  

Homeless 

Housed 

49 
    

49 

Homeless Rent 

Supplements 

50 
    

50 

Homeless 

Shelters 

22 
    

22 

  Total 121     121 

TRANSITIONAL 

SUPPORTED AND 

ASSISTED LIVING 

Frail Seniors 54 
    

54 

Special Needs 56 
    

56 

Women and 

Children Fleeing 

Violence 

11 
    

12 

  Total 121 
    

122 

INDEPENDENT 

SOCIAL HOUSING 

  

Low Income 

Families 

186 
    

186 

Low Income 

Seniors 

31 
 

6 
  

37 

  Total 217 
 

6 
  

223 

RENT ASSISTANCE 

IN PRIVATE 

MARKET 

  

  

  

Rent Assist 

Families 

110 
    

118 

RAP (subset of 

Rent Assist 

Families) 

110 
    

118 

Rent Assist 

Seniors 

226 
  

8 6 247 

SAFER (subset of 

Rent Assist 

Seniors) 

225 
  

8 6 246 

  Total 336 
 

5 8 6 365 

HOMEOWNERSHIP Homeowner 22 
    

24 
 

 Total 22 
    

24 

GRAND TOTAL   817 5 11 8 7 855 

Prepared by BC Housing's Research and Corporate Planning Dept., March 2018 
Source:  Unit Count Reporting Model, 31 December 2017 
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The table below shows the number of non-market housing units by housing provider.  

Table 3.6 BC Housing Units by Housing Provider, SRD (2017) 

HO U S I NG  PRO VI DE R TO TA L  

BC HOUSING 417 

CAMPBELL RIVER & DISTRICT SENIOR HOUSING SOCIETY 31 

CAMPBELL RIVER AND DISTRICT ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY LIVING 89 

CAMPBELL RIVER AND NORTH ISLAND TRANSITION SOCIETY 45 

CAMPBELL RIVER HEAD INJURY SUPPORT SOCIETY 24 

CORTES ISLAND SENIORS SOCIETY 6 

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY VANCOUVER ISLAND NORTH SOCIETY 4 

M'AKOLA GROUP OF SOCIETIES 152 

NORTH ISLAND SUPPORTIVE RECOVERY SOCIETY 8 

PARKSVILLE AND DISTRICT ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY LIVING 1 

THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE SALVATION ARMY IN CANADA, CAMPBELL RIVER 22 

THE JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY OF NORTH ISLAND 56 

GRAND TOTAL 855 

Source:  Unit Count Reporting Model, 31 December 2017. Prepared by BC Housing's Research and Corporate Planning Dept., 
March 201816 

Table 3.7 on the next page shows a breakdown of units supported by BC Housing in Campbell River. The figures may 

not match the above tables exactly due to data suppression for privacy reasons. 

                                                             

16 BC Housing only tracks units where we have a financial relationship. There may be other subsidized housing units in the 
community. BC Housing’s ‘Housing Continuum’ reports are based on ‘units’ (housing units, beds, spaces and rent 
supplements, depending on each program) and do not report on the number of ‘people’ assisted. 
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Table 3.7 Regional Non-Market Housing Continuum (2017) 
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EMERGENCY SHELTER 

AND HOUSING FOR 

THE HOMELESS 

 

 

Homeless Housed 6  16 27       

Homeless Rent 

Supplements 
         50 

Homeless Shelters         22  

Total 6  16 27     22 50 

TRANSITIONAL 

SUPPORTED AND 

ASSISTED LIVING 

 

 

Frail Seniors   54        

Special Needs 22  19 6    8   

Women and 

Children Fleeing 

Violence 

   11       

Total 22  73 17    8   

INDEPENDENT SOCIAL 

HOUSING 

 

Low Income 

Families 
    24 4 152   6 

Low Income 

Seniors 
 31         

Total  31   24 4 152   6 

RENT ASSISTANCE IN 

PRIVATE MARKET 

 

Rent Assist 

Families 
110          

Rent Assist 

Seniors 
226          

Total 336          

HOMEOWNERSHIP Total 22          

GRAND TOTAL 

 

386 31 89 44 24 4 152 8 22 56 

Prepared by BC Housing's Research and Corporate Planning Dept., April 2018 
Source:  Unit Count Reporting Model, 31 December 2017 
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3.7.  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The table below summarizes the housing context in the region. 

Table 3.8 Summary of Regional Housing Context 

VA RIABLE KEY FINDINGS 

HOU SING  

S TRUC TU RE  

• Households in the region are generally smaller than typical BC or Canadian households, 

with more two-person households and fewer three-or-more person households.  

• Strathcona has a much higher proportion of couples without children than BC and 

Canada.  

• A high percentage of families without children. 

• Wide variation in household sizes across communities. 

• Couples with children generally have higher median incomes than other family types. 

• Lone parents and individuals have the lowest median incomes.  

• A greater proportion of household maintainers are 65 or older than BC and Canada.  

HOU SING  S UPPLY  • The majority of housing in the region is single detached dwellings.  

• Compared to BC and Canada, the region has a lower proportion of other housing types, 

such as apartments and duplexes.  

• The region has a slightly higher percentage of housing that requires major repairs than 

BC and Canada.  

• Higher proportion of movable dwelling than figures for BC and Canada. 

• The region has a smaller proportion of older housing than BC and Canada generally. 

• A slightly higher proportion of the region’s housing stock is in need of major repairs than 

figures seen for BC and Canada. 

TENURE • The region has a higher proportion of homeowners than BC and Canada, which is typical 

of smaller communities. 

RENTA L MA RKE T • The vast majority of the primary rental market in the region is located in Campbell River.  

• While there are rentals in other communities, it is more likely to be in the secondary 

rental market.  

• The lack of data on rentals in small communities is presently a significant gap. The Phase 

2 report includes additional information on renting in the region that was identified 

through the community engagement.  

HOME OWNE RS HI P  

MA RKE T 

• Campbell River has seen prices increase quickly since 2015. 

• Rural and island communities for which we have data experience significant median price 

fluctuations from year to year. Sales volumes for these communities are significantly 

smaller than for Campbell River, reflecting smaller populations and fewer housing starts.  

• Sales volumes slumped between 2009 and 2014, before rising dramatically from 2015 

onward for all rural and island communities for which we have data.  
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VA RIABLE KEY FINDINGS 

HOU SING  S TA RTS  • Housing starts in Campbell River peaked in the early 1990s before declining dramatically 

from 1996 to 2000. From 2000s onward, housing starts began rising, though they have 

fluctuated widely from year to year.  

NON -MA RKE T 

HOU SING 

• Non-market housing is concentrated in Campbell River, with few options in smaller 

communities.  

The table below summarizes the housing context for each SRD community.  

Table 3.9 Summary of Community Housing Context 

COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

CI TY  OF  

CA MPBELL  RI VE R 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Campbell River has the highest proportion of one-family households with children (31%).  

• Among regional communities, Campbell River has the second highest median incomes for 

most family types (except individuals). 

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• The city has more diverse housing stock than other communities in the region. 

• Most of the region’s rental stock is in Campbell River.  

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of rentership (29%). 

RENTAL MARKET 

• The vacancy rate has plummeted in recent years, from 7% in 2013 to 1.3% in 2017. 

• Rents have been increasing since 2005. 

OWNERSHIP MARKET 

• Median housing prices were historically stable but have increased dramatically since 2015. 

Between 2015 and 2017, median housing prices rose by 28% for singe detached dwellings 

to 48% for patio condominiums. 

• Housing starts in Campbell River peaked in the early 1990s before declining dramatically 

from 1996 to 2000. From 2000s onward, housing starts began rising, though they have 

fluctuated widely from year to year. 

V I LLAGE  O F 

S AYWA RD 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE  

• 19% of families are led by a lone parent (the highest percentage in the region). 

HOUSING SUPPLY  

• Sayward has a more diverse housing stock than other small communities in the region. 

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of homeownership (86%), typical of smaller communities. 
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COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

VI LLAGE  O F 

GO LD  RI VE R 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Gold River has a higher proportion of households without children than other 

communities in the region. However, the nearby community of Tsa’Xana has a high 

proportion of children and youth. 

• The median income is relatively high compared to other communities in the region.  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• There is a relatively diverse housing stock compared to other small communities in the 

region. 

• There is a very low percentage of newer housing stock (built in 2001 or later – only 2%). 

TENURE 

• 89% of households own their home, typical of similar communities.  

OWNERSHIP MARKET 

• There are significant year-to-year fluctuations in annual median housing prices. 

V I LLAGE  O F 

TA HSI S  

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Tahsis has a high proportion of one-person households (57%). 

• Only 13% of households are one-family households with children. 

• 7% of households live in shared living arrangements (e.g., roommates), the highest 

proportion in the region.  

TENURE 

• There is a very high rate of home ownership (97%), typical of similar communities. 

HOUSING SUPPLY  

• The housing supply is generally older with a significant portion of housing built in 1960 or 

earlier (31%). 

• 17% of housing requires major repairs, the second highest proportion among regional 

communities.  
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COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

VI LLAGE  O F 

ZEBA LLOS 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Zeballos has a high proportion of one-person households (45%).  

• 67% of families are couples without children.  

• However, the nearby community of Ehatis has a high proportion of children and youth. 

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of rentership (31%) 

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• 31% of housing requires major repairs, the highest proportion in the region. 

A REA  A 

(KY UQUO T,  

S AYWA RD  

VA LLEY,  RACE 

POI NT ROAD ) 

TENURE 

• 88% of households own their home.  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• 25% of housing stock is movable dwellings, the highest proportion in the region.  

A REA  B (CO RTES 

I S LAND ) 

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Area B has a high proportion of one-person households (43%). 

• Median incomes are lower for all family types compared to other communities.  

• The median income for couples with children is very low. 

TENURE 

• 35% of households rent, the highest proportion in the region.  

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• A high proportion of newer housing that is built in 2001 or later (30%). 

• 90% of housing stock is single-detached dwellings.  

A REA  C 

(QUAD RA  

I S LAND , 

DI SCO VE RY 

I S LAND S,  AND  

MAI NLAND ) 

HOUSEHOLD SUPPLY 

• 90% of housing stock is single-detached dwellings.  

DWELLING AGES 

• There is a range of dwelling ages.  

HOUSING CONDITION 

• 11% of housing requires major repairs.  
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COMMUNITY KEY FINDINGS 

A REA  D (OY STE R 

RI VE R A ND  

BU TTLE LA KE )  

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE 

• Area D has a high proportion of one-family households with children (29%). 

• Median incomes are higher for all family types compared to other communities in the 

region. 

HOUSING SUPPLY 

• 82% of housing stock is single-detached dwellings, followed by 11% movable dwellings.  

TENURE 

• There is a high rate of homeownership (89%), typical of similar communities. 
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The housing need and affordability analysis was completed based on the following geographical groupings: 

• Campbell River and Area D 

• Gold River, Tahsis, Zeballos, Sayward, and Area A 

• Cortes and Quadra (Areas B and C) 

These groupings represent geographically similar areas and show regional nuances, though data limitations in smaller 

communities prevent more detailed analysis.  

The housing need and affordability analysis does not include an assessment of housing needs on reserve communities, 

recognizing the jurisdiction of First Nations and the separate funding and financing requirements for housing on reserve. 

However, it is recognized that migration to and from reserve communities is an important component of housing need 

across the region. The needs of Indigenous individuals and families living in municipalities or electoral areas within the 

region are recognized as part of the overall affordability analysis in this section.  

4.1.  ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

HOUSING INDICATORS   

Statistics Canada publishes housing indicators, and these are summarized for each of the geographic groupings to 

identify the levels of households dealing with inadequate housing. The Three indicators used are described below.  

1. Housing suitability describes whether a household has enough bedrooms for its size and composition (age, sex, 

and relationships among household members). It is based on the National Occupancy Standard (NOS) 

developed by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). The NOS requires a maximum of two 

persons per bedroom, that parents (including lone parents) have a separate bedroom), and that children five 

years old or over do not share a bedroom with household members of the opposite sex, among other criteria.  

2. Condition of occupied private dwellings identifies dwellings that need regular maintenance, minor repairs, or 

major repairs. Dwellings that require major repairs are considered to be inadequate housing. 

3. Shelter-cost-to-income ratio classifies households by whether their shelter costs are affordable in relation to 

their income, generally defined as paying less than 30% of their income in shelter costs. CMHC considers shelter 

costs affordable when they are 30% or less of before-tax household income.  

AFFORDABIL ITY PROFILES  

Overall Affordability 

The first component of the affordability profiles is a review of the overall affordability of shelter costs based on those 

reported in the Census. Statistics Canada provides data on median shelter costs for rented and owned dwellings. This 

data provides a snapshot of median shelter costs (based on long-term mortgages or rents). It allows us to understand 

affordability across the spectrum, including for those that have been in their homes for a long time. However, it does 

not accurately represent the true cost of renting or owning for someone looking for a home today, as it includes 

households that may have bought or rented their homes many years ago when housing costs were lower. This 

information is used to calculate the minimum number of households that fall below the affordability threshold.  
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The number of households that fall below the affordability threshold is a minimum estimate. It is based on the number 

of households that fall into income brackets below the affordability thresholds. For example, if $16,320 is the annual 

income required to afford median shelter costs, only households that fall in income brackets below this are counted. 

Households that fall within the $15,000 to $19,999 income bracket are not counted even though some of them would 

earn less than the affordability threshold. 

Affordability Gap Analysis 

The affordability gap analysis helps identify which family types are facing affordability challenges. The family types 

considered in this analysis include couples without children, couples with children, lone parents, and individuals not in 

economic families. The analysis compares median and below median income (80% of median income) for each family 

type to median rental and ownership costs to identify affordability gaps. This is done to demonstrate the impact of 

shelter costs as household income decreases. The 80% of median household income threshold is commonly applied in 

the United States to determine eligibility for housing programs. With the increase in housing costs in BC in the last 10-

15 years, this metric is increasingly useful for identifying households in housing need who may not be served by existing 

social housing programs. 

Where possible, the analysis seeks to compare income to a typical unit type for the family size. To allow for comparison, 

assumptions are made on the smallest unit that a typical family might wish to have. For example, it is assumed that a 

lone parent family will want to rent at least a two-bedroom unit or purchase a townhouse. Rent and housing price 

information by unit type is only available for Campbell River and, to a lesser extent, Area D. Rent and price information 

for the rest of the region are not broken down by unit type. 2016 data are used for all parts of the analysis to ensure 

comparability with Census data. 

The affordability gap analysis is a point-in-time analysis and is based on 2016 data. It is expected that the gaps identified 

here will worsen if housing prices continue to rise and may introduce affordability gaps for household types that are 

not currently experiencing issues.  

Note that estimated monthly costs of owning or renting a home are based on the data presented in Sections 3.4.4 and 

3.5.3.    COPY
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4.2.  CAMPBELL RIVER AND AREA D 

HOUSING INDICATORS  

Compared to BC figures, Campbell River has a slightly lower percentage of housing that is considered not suitable (2.1%), 

while Area D has a slightly higher percentage (2.9%). There are 350 households in Campbell River and Area D that are 

living in unsuitable housing.  

Table 4.1 Housing Suitability, Campbell River and Area D (2016) 
 

C A M PBE LL  

R I VE R  

A RE A  D B C 

TOTAL PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS 14,200  1,875  1,881,965 

SUITABLE 13,905  1,825  1,781,905  

% OF TOTAL 97.9% 97.3% 94.7% 

NOT SUITABLE 295  55  100,060  

% OF TOTAL 2.1% 2.9% 2.4% 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Area D (10.7%) shows a higher percentage of dwellings that require major repairs than Campbell River (6.1%) and SRD 

in general (7.5%). There are 1,065 private dwellings in Campbell River and Area D that require major repairs.  

Table 4.2 Condition of Occupied Private Dwellings, Campbell River and Area D (2016) 
 

C A MPBE LL  

R I VE R 

A RE A  D B C 

TOTAL OCCUPIED PRIVATE DWELLINGS 14,200  1,875  1,881,970  

REGULAR MAINTENANCE OR MINOR REPAIRS 13,335 1,675 1,763,105  

% OF TOTAL 93.9% 89.3% 93.7% 

MAJOR REPAIRS 865 200  118,865  

% OF TOTAL 6.1% 10.7% 6.3% 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Among municipalities and electoral areas in the region, Campbell River has the second highest proportion of households 

spending more than 30% of their income on shelter costs (23%). Campbell River and Area D have a smaller proportion 

of households facing affordability challenges compared to BC in general. There are 3,480 households in Campbell River 

and Area D that are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs.  
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Figure 4.1 Shelter-Cost-to-Income Ratio for Households with Income Greater than Zero, Campbell River 

and Area D (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Summary of Homeless Count Results 

A homeless count was completed in 2017 for Campbell River. The count was completed between September 1 and 3, 

2017 and provides a snapshot on homelessness. Because of the small timeframe and limitations of collecting data on 

homeless populations, the true number of people facing homelessness is likely higher.  

This study surveyed homeless individuals in the city and found the following: 

• 47 respondents were identified as unsheltered homeless (sleeping outdoors), while 32 were identified as 

sheltered homeless (sleeping in a shelter).  

• 38% of those surveyed were Aboriginal, which is down from 52% in 2015. 

• 68% of survey respondents were men.  

• The average age of those surveyed was 39 years old. 

• 68% reported that they had a mental illness, 68% reported that they face addition or substance abuse issues, 

and 17% reported that they have a physical disability.   
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AFFORDABIL ITY PROFIL ES  

This section summarizes the affordability profiles for Campbell River and Area D, including overall affordability for these 

areas, as well as gap analyses for different household types.  

Overall Affordability 

Statistics Canada provides data on median shelter costs for rented and owned dwellings. This data provides a snapshot 

of median shelter costs (based on long-term mortgages or rents). However, it does not accurately represent the true 

cost of renting or owning for someone looking for a home today, as it includes households that may have bought or 

rented their homes many years ago when housing costs were lower. This information is used to calculate the minimum 

number of households that fall below the affordability threshold.  

Table 4.3 summarizes median shelter costs for home ownership for Campbell River and Area D based on Census data. 

It shows the annual income that would be required for these shelter costs to be affordable, and the number of 

households that fall below this affordability threshold.  

Table 4.3 Overall Ownership Affordability, Gold River, Tahsis, Zeballos, Sayward, and Area A 

 C A MPBE LL  

R I VE R  

A RE A  D 

OWNED DWELLINGS 

MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $925 $804 

ANNUAL INCOME REQUIRED TO AFFORD MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $37,000 $32,160 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS BELOW REQUIRED MONTHLY 

INCOME 
3,380 255 

RENTED DWELLINGS 

MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $904 $1,051 

ANNUAL INCOME REQUIRED TO AFFORD MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $36,160 $42,040 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS BELOW REQUIRED MONTHLY 

INCOME 
3,380 405 

 
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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In 2016, median shelter costs in Campbell River came to $904 for rented dwellings and $925 for owned dwellings.17 

Based on the affordability threshold of 30% of gross household income, a household would need to earn $36,280 to 

afford median rental shelter costs in Campbell River, and $37,000 to afford median ownership costs. At least 3,380 

(23.8%) of households fall below these income levels. The sections below assess affordability of housing costs in 

Campbell River and Area D based on different family types and income levels.  

Affordability Gap Analysis 

Analysis of median incomes and average rental and ownership costs found an affordability gap for lone parent families 

and individuals not in economic families. Results for other household times can be found in the appendix. Couples with 

and without children did not show an affordability gap at income levels at the median or 80% of median.  

Lone Parent Families 

Available housing data was used to estimate monthly rent and ownership costs for a typical unit for a lone parent family. 

Based on these estimates, household would require an income of $48,450 to afford the estimated rent for a two-

bedroom unit, or $47,120 to afford the estimated monthly ownership costs for a townhouse condominium. Lone parent 

households making a median income for this household type face a slight affordability gap. This gap is significant for 

households making less than the median income.  

Table 4.4 Lone Parent Families, Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

MEDIAN INCOME  $44,971 $46,293 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,124 $1,157 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE RENT FOR 2 BEDROOM UNIT $1,214 $1,214 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($89) ($57) 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (TOWNHOUSE CONDOMINIUM) $1,178 $1,178 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($54) ($21) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

 

 

  

                                                             

17 Stats Canada, Census Profiles, 2016. 
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Table 4.5 Lone Parent Families, Below Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

80% OF MEDIAN INCOME  $35,977 $37,034 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $899 $926 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 2 BEDROOM UNIT $1,214 $1,214 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($315) ($288) 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (TOWNHOUSE CONDOMINIUM) $1,178 $1,178 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($279) ($252) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

Individuals – Not in Economic Family 

Available housing data was used to estimate monthly rent and ownership costs for a typical unit for an individual not in 

an economic family. Based on this information, an individual would need an income of $37,000 to afford the estimated 

average rent for a one-bedroom unit, and an income of $48,640 to afford estimated monthly ownership costs for an 

apartment condominium. Individuals are facing a significant affordability gap when median income is compared to 

housing costs. An individual would have to make much more than the median to comfortably afford living on their own.   

Table 4.6 Not in Economic Family, Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  

R I VE R 

A RE A  D 

MEDIAN INCOME  $30,133 $34,231 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $753 $856 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 1 BEDROOM UNIT $925 $925 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($172) ($69)  

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (APARTMENT CONDOMINIUM) $1,216 $1,216 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($463) ($360) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 
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Table 4.7 Not in Economic Family, Below Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area 

D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

80% OF MEDIAN INCOME  $24,106 $27,385 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $603 $685 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 1 BEDROOM UNIT $925 $925 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($322) ($240) 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (APARTMENT CONDOMINIUM) $1,216 $1,216 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($613) ($531) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

4.3.  GOLD RIVER, SAYWARD, TAHSIS, ZEBALLOS, AND AREA A 

This geographic area presents the most significant data challenges. Because of small community size, much of the data 

for Tahsis and Zeballos is suppressed. Area A is made up of several smaller communities with very different demographic 

and housing experiences. The analysis presented here is based on the quantitative data that is available, recognizing 

there are limitations to the conclusions that can be drawn. The nuances of the housing experiences in this area are 

explored further through in the Phase 2 report.  

HOUSING INDICATORS  

Table 4.8 shows housing suitability in Gold River, Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos, and Area A. Area A shows a higher 

proportion of unsuitable housing that SRD in general or other communities in this grouping. There are approximately 

20 households among these communities that are living in unsuitable housing. This number is approximate because it 

may be affected by rounding due to the small community sizes.   COPY
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Table 4.8 Housing Suitability, Gold River, Tahsis, Zeballos, Sayward, and Area A (2016) 

 GOLD RIVER TAHSIS ZEBALLOS SAYWARD AREA A BC 

TO TA L PRI VA TE HO USE HO LDS 575 145 65 140 370 1,881,965 

S UI TAB LE  570 145 65 135 365 1,781,905 

% O F TO TA L 99.1% 100.0% 100.0% 96.4% 98.6% 94.7% 

NOT S UI TAB LE  10 - - - 10 100,060 

% O F TO TA L 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 2.4% 

Note that data for small communities may be significantly impacted by rounding done for privacy reasons, especially in 
Sayward, Tahsis, and Zeballos.  
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Table 4.9 shows condition data for the communities in this grouping. Due to rounding and the small size of many of 

these communities, the data quality is considered poor. However, we can gather a general assessment that housing 

condition in Tahsis and Zeballos may be of concern. Further investigation into this would be required. There are 

approximately 130 private dwellings among these communities that require major repairs. This number is approximate 

because it may be affected by rounding due to the small community sizes. 

Table 4.9 Condition of Occupied Private Dwellings, Gold River, Tahsis, Zeballos, Sayward, and Area A 

(2016) 

 GOLD 

RIVER 
TAHSIS ZEBALLOS SAYWARD AREA A BC 

TO TA L OCC U PIED 

PRI VA TE 

HOU SEHO LDS 

575 145 65 140 370 1,881,970 

REGU LA R 

MAI NTE NANCE  O R 

MINO R REPAI RS  

520 125 45 140 330 1,763,105 

% O F TO TA L 90.4% 86.2% 69.2% 100.0% 89.2% 93.7% 

MAJO R RE PA I RS  50 25 20 0 35 118,865 

% O F TO TA L 8.7% 17.2% 30.8% 0.0% 9.5% 6.3% 

Note that data for small communities may be significantly impacted by rounding done for privacy reasons, especially in Tahsis, 
Sayward, and Zeballos.  
Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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As Figure 4.2 shows, there are lower proportions of households in Gold River, Sayward, and Area A spending 30% or 

more of their income on shelter costs. There are approximately 155 households among these communities that are 

spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs. Since data for Tahsis and Zeballos is suppressed, the true figure 

may be higher.  

Figure 4.2 Shelter-Cost-to-Income Ratio for Households with Income Greater than Zero, Gold River, 

Sayward, Area A (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

In Area A, a higher proportion of household maintainers 65 years of age and older are spending 30% or more of their 

income on shelter costs (20%) than the general population (15%). 

AFFORDABIL ITY PROFIL ES  

This section summarizes the affordability profiles for Gold River, Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos, and Area A, including overall 

affordability for these areas, as well as gap analyses for different household types.  

Overall Affordability 

Table 4.10 summarizes median shelter costs for home ownership in the communities within this geographic grouping. 

It also shows the annual income that would be required for these shelter costs to be affordable, and the number of 

households that fall below this affordability threshold. 30 households in Sayward (20%), 65 households in Gold River 

(11.3%), and 85 households in Area A (5.6%) earn less than the income required to afford median shelter costs. Data 

for Tahsis and Zeballos was suppressed for private reasons.  

This data provides a snapshot of median shelter costs (based on long-term mortgages). However, it does not accurately 

represent the true cost of ownership for someone looking for a home today, as it includes households that may have 

bought their homes many years ago when housing costs were lower. Due to the low percentage of households renting 

in these areas, and the poor quality of rental information available, median rental costs are not considered in this 

analysis. The Phase 2 report provides additional information on the rental context.   
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Table 4.10 Overall Ownership Affordability, Gold River, Tahsis, Zeballos, Sayward, and Area A 

 GOLD RIVER TAHSIS ZEBALLOS SAYWARD AREA A 

ME DIA N S HE LTE R CO STS  $567 $282 $352 $717 $463 

A NNUA L I NCO ME RE QUI RED  TO 

A FFO RD MEDIA N SHE LTE R 

CO STS 
$22,680.00 $11,280.00 $14,076.00 $28,680.00 $18,516.00 

MINIMU M NU MBE R O F 

HOU SEHO LDS BE LO W 

RE QUI RED  MO NTHLY  I NC OME 
65 (11.3%) n/a n/a 30 (20%) 85 (5.6%) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Affordability Gap Analysis 

Analysis of median incomes and median ownership costs found an affordability gap for lone parent families and 

individuals. The estimated monthly ownership costs are based on the median home price for 2016 to allow for 

comparison with Census income data. Rental costs were not estimated because there are few rentals available in Gold 

River and Sayward. Based on the estimated monthly ownership costs, a household would need to make an income of 

$33,200 to afford a home in Gold River and $38,800 to afford a home in Sayward. 

This section reports on household types that are facing an affordability gap. Results for other household types can be 

found in the appendix. Couples with and without children did not appear to have an affordability gap at income levels 

at the median or 80% of median.  

Lone Parent Families 

The results presented here are for Gold River only as no lone parent families were reported for Sayward. Lone parents 

making the median income or slightly less would be able to afford estimated monthly ownership costs. However, those 

who make 80% of median income face a small affordability gap.  COPY
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Table 4.11 Lone Parent Families, Affordability Profile, Gold River and Sayward 
 

G O LD  RI VE R  

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $830 

MEDIAN INCOME  $40,064 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,002 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None 

BELOW MEDIAN INCOME  $32,051 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $801 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($29) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

Individuals – Not in Economic Family 

Individuals making the median incomes in Gold River and Sayward face affordability challenges. The gap is particularly 

significant in Sayward where the median income for individuals is almost half that required to afford current housing 

costs. Many residents likely bought their homes long ago and may be able to comfortably afford costs. The gap would 

have the greatest impact on new residents or existing residents who need to move.   

Table 4.12 Not in Economic Family, Affordability Profile, Gold River and Sayward 
 

G O LD  

RI VE R 

S A Y WA RD 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS $830 $970 

MEDIAN INCOME $32,064 $20,352 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $802 $509 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($28) ($461) 

BELOW MEDIAN INCOME $25,651 $16,282 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $641 $407 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($189) ($563) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 
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4.4.  CORTES AND QUADRA (AREAS B AND C) 

HOUSING INDICATORS  

Table 4.13 shows that Cortes has a higher proportion of households living in housing that is not suitable for their size 

or composition (6.5%) compared to Quadra (3.0%) and the province (2.4%). There are 70 households living in unsuitable 

housing on Cortes and Quadra.  

Table 4.13 Housing Suitability, Cortes and Quadra (2016) 
 

C O RTE S QUA D RA B C 

TOTAL PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS 535 1,170 1,881,965 

SUITABLE 505 1,135 1,781,905 

% OF TOTAL 94.4% 97.0% 94.7% 

NOT SUITABLE 35 35 100,060 

% OF TOTAL 6.5% 3.0% 2.4% 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

Table 4.14 shows that Cortes has a higher percentage of dwellings that require major repairs (9.5%) than Quadra (4.7%) 

and the province (6.3%). There are 150 private dwellings in these communities that require major repairs.  

Table 4.14 Condition of Occupied Private Dwellings, Cortes and C (2016) 
 

C O RTE S QUA D RA B C 

TOTAL OCCUPIED PRIVATE 

DWELLINGS 
535 1,170 1,881,970 

REGULAR MAINTENANCE OR MINOR 

REPAIRS ONLY 
510 1,040 1,763,105 

% OF TOTAL 95.3% 88.9% 93.7% 

MAJOR REPAIRS 25 125 118,865 

% OF TOTAL 9.5% 4.7% 6.3% 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 
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On Quadra, a higher proportion of households with maintainers 65 years of age and older live in dwellings that require 

major repairs (8%) than the population of Quadra overall (5%). 

Figure 4.3 shows the proportion of households that are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs: 29% on 

Cortes and 22% on Quadra. Among municipalities and electoral areas in the region, Cortes has the highest proportion 

of households spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs. Across BC, 28% of households are spending 30% 

or more of their income on shelter costs. There are 400 households in these communities that are spending 30% or 

more of their income on shelter costs.  

 Figure 4.3 Shelter-Cost-to-Income Ratio for Households with Income Greater than Zero, Cortes and 

Quadra (2016) 

 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016 

AFFORDABIL ITY PROFIL ES  

This section summarizes the affordability profiles for Cortes and Quadra, including overall affordability for these areas, 

as well as gap analyses for different household types.  

Overall Affordability 

 

Table 4.15 shows median rental and ownership costs on Cortes and Quadra, as well as the income required for these 

costs to be affordable and the number of households that fall below this threshold. The data shows significant 

affordability issues for these two areas. 85 households on Cortes (15.9%) and 115 households on Quadra (9.8%) do not 

earn the income required for median shelter costs to be affordable. The affordability issues intensify with 

homeownership costs. 165 households on Cortes (30.8%) and 115 households on Quadra (24.3%) earn less than is 

needed for median shelter costs to be affordable.  

This data provides a snapshot of median shelter costs (based on long-term mortgages or rents). However, it does not 

accurately represent the true cost of renting or owning for someone looking for a home today, as it includes households 

that may have bought or rented their homes many years ago when housing costs were lower.  
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Table 4.15 Overall Affordability, Cortes and Quadra 

 C O RTE S QUA D RA 

OWNED DWELLINGS 

MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $383 $408 

ANNUAL INCOME REQUIRED TO AFFORD MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $15,320 $16,320 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS BELOW REQUIRED MONTHLY INCOME 85 (15.9%) 115 (9.8%) 

RENTED DWELLINGS 

MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $694 $702 

ANNUAL INCOME REQUIRED TO AFFORD MEDIAN SHELTER COSTS $27,760 $28,080 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS BELOW REQUIRED MONTHLY INCOME 165 (30.8%) 285 (24.3%) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. 

Affordability Gap Analysis 

Analysis of median incomes and median ownership costs found affordability gaps for all household types on Cortes and 

Quadra due to the high cost of home ownership. The estimated monthly ownership costs are based on the median 

home price for 2016 to allow for comparison with Census income data. Based on the estimated monthly ownership 

costs, a household would need to make an income of $58,680 to afford a home on Cortes and $79,520 to afford a home 

on Quadra. Due to smaller sales volumes, annual median housing prices for Cortes and Quadra fluctuate significantly 

from year to year. 2016 data was used to compare with Census figures, but the affordability gap may be wider than the 

findings of this analysis shows.  

Rental costs were not estimated lack of reliable data. This is a major data gap as a significant portion of the population 

of Cortes (35%) and Quadra (23%) are renters. It is also recognized that there may be housing arrangements on Cortes 

and Quadra that are not captured through traditional home ownership or rental, including communal living and others.   COPY
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Couples Without Children or Other Relatives 

Based on this, couples without children making the median income or even slightly above would face affordability 

challenges.  

Table 4.16 Couples Without Children, Median Income Affordability Profile, Cortes and C 
 

C O RTE S QUA D RA 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $1,467 $1,988 

MEDIAN INCOME  $53,632 $64,896 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,341 $1,622 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($126) ($366) 

BELOW MEDIAN INCOME  $42,906 $51,917 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,073 $1,298 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($394) ($690) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016.  

Couples with Children 

Couples with children would need to make much more than the median income to afford housing costs on Cortes. On 

Quadra, couples with children making the median income would be able to afford estimated monthly ownership costs. 

However, making even a little bit less than the median would introduce significant affordability challenges due to the 

high cost of housing.   

Table 4.17 Couples with Children, Median Income Affordability Profile, Cortes and C 
 

C O RTE S QUA D RA 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $1,467 $1,988 

MEDIAN INCOME  $47,616 $81,216 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,190 $2,030 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($277) None 

BELOW MEDIAN INCOME  $38,093 $64,973 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $952 $1,624 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($515) ($364) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016.  
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Lone Parent Families 

Lone parents face significant affordability gaps in both communities, though the gap is extreme on Quadra where 

median ownership costs are more than double what is affordable for a lone parent family making the median income.  

Table 4.18 Lone Parent Families, Median Income Affordability Profile, Cortes and Quadra 
 

C O RTE S QUA D RA 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $1,467 $1,988 

MEDIAN INCOME  $32,683 $34,176 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $817 $854 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($650) ($1,134) 

BELOW MEDIAN INCOME  $26,146 $27,341 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $654 $684 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($813) ($1,304) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016.  

Not in Economic Family 

The median income for individuals not in economic families falls significantly short of affording estimated monthly 

ownership costs in these communities. The gap is extreme on Quadra.  

Table 4.19 Not in Economic Family, Median Income Affordability Profile, Cortes and Quadra 
 

C O RTE S QUA D RA 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $1,467 $1,988 

MEDIAN INCOME  $21,952 $22,635 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $549 $566 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($918) ($1,422) 

BELOW MEDIAN INCOME  $17,562 $18,108 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $439 $453 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP ($1,028) ($1,535) 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016.  
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4.5.  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

CAMPBELL R IVER AND A REA D  (OYSTER R I VER AND BUTTLE LA KE)  

• 350 households in Campbell River (295) and Area D (55) are living in unsuitable housing. 

• 1,065 private dwellings require major repairs. The majority of these are in Campbell River (865), however, Area D 

has a high proportion of dwellings in need of major repairs (200, 11%).  

• 3,480 households are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs, 3,190 in Campbell River and 290 in 

Area D.  

• At least 79 people were reported homeless (sheltered and unsheltered) in 2017, though the true figure is likely 

higher.  

• Lone parent families and individuals seeking housing are facing significant affordability challenges. Current 

homeownership and rental costs for these households exceed the affordability threshold for median and below 

median incomes.  

GOLD R IVER,  SA YWARD,  TAHSIS ,  Z EBAL LOS,  A ND AREA A  (K YUQUOT, SAYW ARD 

VALLEY,  RACE POINT R OAD)  

• Approximately 20 households are living in unsuitable housing across these communities, 10 in Gold River and 10 

in Area A. 

• Approximately 130 private dwellings require major repairs: 50 in Gold River, 25 in Tahsis, 20 in Zeballos, and 35 in 

Area A. 

• Approximately 155 households are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs: 85 in Gold River, 15 in 

Sayward, and 55 in Area A.  

• In Area A, household maintainers that are 65 years of age or older are more likely to be spending 30% or more of 

their income on shelter costs than the general population.  

• At least 180 households make less than the income required to afford monthly shelter costs determined by the 

Census. The true figure is likely much higher as these shelter costs are based on all households, including those 

that may have secured housing a long time ago when costs were lower.  

• There is little reliable data on rental housing.  

• Individuals face the most significant affordability gaps. Lone parent households in Gold River making 80% of 

median income also face an affordability gap.  

As Census data for the variables used in this analysis are suppressed for Tahsis and Zeballos, the figures above should 

be understood as minimums.  
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AREA B  (CORTES  ISLAND)  AND AREA C  (QUADRA ISLAND, D ISCOVERY ISLANDS,  A N D  

MAINLAND)  

• 70 households are living in unsuitable housing, 35 on Cortes and 35 on Quadra. 

• A higher proportion of households on Cortes are living in unsuitable housing than the region’s other municipalities 

and electoral areas (6.5% vs. 2.4% region-wide). 

• 150 private dwellings require major repairs: 125 on Quadra and 25 on Cortes. 

• On Quadra, households with maintainers who are 65 years of age or older are more likely to be living in dwellings 

that require major repairs than the general population.  

• 400 households are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs: 150 on Cortes and 250 on Quadra. 

• 29% of households on Cortes are spending 30% or more of their income on shelter costs. This is the highest 

proportion among municipalities and electoral areas in the region.  

• Based on Census calculations, at least 200 households make less than the income required to afford median shelter 

costs for owned dwellings, and at least 450 households make less than the income required to afford median 

shelter costs for rented dwellings. The true figure is likely much higher as these shelter costs are based on all 

households, including those that may have secured housing a long time ago when costs were lower.  

• There is limited data on rentals and alternative living arrangements that might impact the overall affordability 

profile of these communities. This is significant as renters make up 35% of households on Cortes and 23% of 

households on Quadra.  

• All family types are facing significant affordability gaps between median incomes and ownership costs, including 

couples with and without children and individuals.  
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This document represents the findings of the research and analysis components of the Regional Housing Needs 

Assessment. The housing needs and information gaps identified in this document are fexplored further through the 

community engagement process which included a community survey, interviews with stakeholders, and community 

events. A summary of community engagement can be found in the Phase 2: Engagement report.  

The findings of the quantitative (phase 1) and qualitative (phase 2) research completed for this study form the 

Community Housing Profiles that describe housing need in each geographic area in the region. These findings  inform 

the implementation plan that describes opportunities for collaboration among regional housing stakeholders and next 

steps for applying for funding opportunities. 
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Affordability profiles were completed for all household types. The profiles for household types that did not have an 

immediate affordability gap between median incomes and estimated shelter costs are summarized in this appendix. 

CAMPBELL RIVER AND AREA D 

Couples Without Children or Other Relatives 

Couples Without Children, Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

MEDIAN INCOME  $75,404 $79,667 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $2,733 $2,963 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 2 BEDROOM UNIT18 $1,214 $1,214 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (APARTMENT CONDOMINIUM) $1,216 $1,216 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

Couples Without Children, Below Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

80% OF MEDIAN INCOME  $64,230 $69,749 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,508 $1,593 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 2 BEDROOM UNIT $1,214 $1,214 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (APARTMENT CONDOMINIUM) $1,216 $1,216 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

                                                             

18 This figure is based on a rental market survey conducted in February and March, in Strathcona Regional District. The 
majority of rentals were in Campbell River and area. 
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Couples with Children 

Couples with Children, Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

MEDIAN INCOME  $109,312 $118,528 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $2,733 $2,963 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 3 BEDROOM UNIT $1,670 $1,670 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING) $2,148 $2,148 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

Couples with Children, Below Median Income Affordability Profile, Campbell River and Area D 
 

C A MPBE LL  R I VE R A RE A  D 

80% OF MEDIAN INCOME  $87,450 $94,822 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $2,186 $2,371 

ESTIMATED MEDIAN RENT FOR 3 BEDROOM UNIT $1,670 $1,670 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS (SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING) $2,148 $2,148 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018.  COPY
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GOLD RIVER, SAYWARD,  TAHSIS, ZEBALLOS, AND AREA A 

Couples Without Children or Other Relatives 

Couples Without Children, Affordability Profile, Gold River and Sayward 
 

G O LD  RI VE R  S A Y WA RD 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $830 $970 

MEDIAN INCOME  $69,632 $50,560 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,741 $1,264 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

80% OF MEDIAN INCOME  $55,706 $40,448 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $1,393 $1,011 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018. 

Couples with Children 

Couples with Children, Affordability Profile, Gold River and Sayward 
 

G O LD  RI VE R  S A Y WA RD 

ESTIMATED MONTHLY OWNERSHIP COSTS  $830 $970 

MEDIAN INCOME  $109,312 $95,488 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $2,733 $2,387 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

80% OF MEDIAN INCOME  $87,450 $76,390 

AFFORDABLE MONTHLY SHELTER COSTS $2,186 $1,910 

MONTHLY AFFORDABILITY GAP None None 

Sources: Stats Canada, Census Profiles 2016. CMHC Information Portal, 2016. Vancouver Island Real Estate Board, MLS 
Statistics, 2016. Online Rental Posting Survey, February 15 to March 9, 2018.
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Notes from BC Housing on data shown in Table 3.5: 

1. BC Housing only tracks units where we have a financial relationship.  There may be other subsidized 

housing units in the community. 

2. BC Housing’s ‘Housing Continuum’ reports are based on ‘units’ (housing units, beds, spaces and rent 

supplements, depending on each program) and do not report on the number of ‘people’ assisted. 

3. Service Allocation definitions 

a. Homeless Housed:  Housing for clients who are at the risk of homelessness, or formerly homeless 

for a period of at least 30 days and up to two or three years. This type of housing includes the 

provision of on- or off-site support services to help the clients move towards independence and 

self-sufficiency.  

b. Homeless Rent Supplement:   This program connects people who are homeless to housing, income 

assistance, and community-based support services.  The number of units shown represent an 

estimate of rent supplements given monthly based on available funding.  Homeless Rent 

Supplement projects were first initiated in the 2008/2009 fiscal year. 

c. Homeless Sheltered:  Short stay housing. The shelters provide single or shared bedrooms or dorm-

like sleeping arrangements, with varying levels of support services provided for the clients. 

d. Homeless Prevention Program (HPP):  The number of HPP Rent Supplements (‘units’) identified 

herein does not reflect the number of ‘people’ assisted through the program.  It is an accurate 

representation of the number of rent supplements allocated to a service provider, but as not all 

clients require the maximum amount possible, the program allows service providers the flexibility 

to assist more ‘people’ than ‘rent supplements’ allocated.   

e. Frail Seniors:  Housing for seniors who need access to housing with on-going supports and services. 

Frail seniors are those who cannot live independently 

f. Special Needs:  Housing for clients who need access to affordable housing with support services. 

These clients include for example adults with mental and/or physical disabilities or youth.  

g. Women and Children Fleeing Violence: BC Housing provides funding for transition houses, safe 

homes and second stage housing programs that support women and their children who have 

experienced violence or at risk of experiencing violence by providing temporary shelter/housing 

and support services.  Add in mention of WTHSP program Green text already covers it I think?? 

h. Low Income Families:  Independent housing for low to moderate income households with a 

minimum of two people including at least one dependent child.  

i. Low Income Seniors:  Housing for seniors where minimal or no additional services are provided. 

Seniors are usually defined as individuals who are 65 years of age and older.  

j. Rent Assistance Family: Housing subsidy to provide eligible low-income families with cash 

assistance to help with their monthly rent payments in the private market.  Housing under this 

category include Rental Assistance Program (RAP) as well as other rent supplement units in the 

private market targeted towards families.  

k. Rent Assistance Seniors: Housing subsidy to help make private market rents affordable for BC 

seniors with low to moderate incomes.  Housing under this category include for Shelter Aid for 
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Elderly Renters (SAFER) program as well as other rent supplement units in the private market 

targeted towards seniors.  

4. The Rental Assistance Program (RAP) provides eligible low-income, working families with cash assistance 

to help with their monthly rent payments in the private market. 

5. The Shelter Aid for Elderly Renters (SAFER) program helps make rents affordable for BC seniors with low 

to moderate incomes. SAFER provides monthly cash payments to subsidize rents for eligible BC residents 

who are age 60 or over and who pay rent for their homes. 

6. The BC HOME Partnership results are the number of mortgage loans approved and funded by 31 December 

2017. Additional applications may be approved, but yet to be finalised. 

7. Actual results in categories with a value <5 have been suppressed for privacy purposes 

8. Community totals are subsets of the Strathcona Regional District total 

Notes from BC Housing on data shown in Table 3.7: 

1. BC Housing only tracks units where we have a financial relationship.  There may be other subsidized 

housing units in the community. 

2. BC Housing’s ‘Housing Continuum’ reports are based on ‘units’ ( housing units, beds, spaces and rent 

supplements, depending on each program) and do not report on the number of ‘people’ assisted. 

3. Service Allocation definitions: 

a. Homeless Housed:  Housing for clients who are at the risk of homelessness, or formerly homeless 

for a period of at least 30 days and up to two or three years. This type of  housing includes the 

provision of on- or off-site support services to help the clients move towards independence and 

self-sufficiency.  

b. Homeless Rent Supplement:   This program connects people who are homeless to housing, 

income assistance, and community-based support services.  The number of  units shown 

represent an estimate of rent supplements given monthly based on available funding.  Homeless 

Rent Supplement projects were first initiated in the 2008/2009 fiscal year. 

c. Homeless Sheltered:  Short stay housing. The shelters provide single or shared bedrooms or dorm-

like sleeping arrangements, with varying levels of support services provided for the clients. 

d. Homeless Prevention Program (HPP):  The number of HPP Rent Supplements (‘units’) identified 

herein does not reflect the number of ‘people’ assisted through the program.  It is an accurate 

representation of the number of rent supplements allocated to a service provider, but as not all 

clients require the maximum amount possible, the program allows service providers the flexibility 

to assist more ‘people’ than ‘rent supplements’ allocated.   

e. Frail Seniors:  Housing for seniors who need access to housing with on-going supports and 

services. Frail seniors are those who cannot live independently 

f. Special Needs:  Housing for clients who need access to affordable housing with support services. 

These clients include for example adults with mental and/or physical disabilities or youth.  

g. Women and Children Fleeing Violence: BC Housing provides funding for transition houses, safe 

homes and second stage housing programs that support women and their children who have 
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experienced violence or at risk of experiencing violence by providing temporary shelter/housing 

and support services.  

h. Low Income Families:  Independent housing for low to moderate income households with a 

minimum of two people including at least one dependent child.  

i. Low Income Seniors:  Housing for seniors where minimal or no additional services are provided. 

Seniors are usually defined as individuals who are 65 years of age and older.  

j. Rent Assistance Family: Housing subsidy to provide eligible low-income families with cash 

assistance to help with their monthly rent payments in the private market.  Housing under this 

category include Rental Assistance Program (RAP) as well as other rent supplement units in the 

private market targeted towards families.  

k. Rent Assistance Seniors: Housing subsidy to help make private market rents affordable for BC 

seniors with low to moderate incomes.  Housing under this category include for Shelter Aid for 

Elderly Renters (SAFER) program as well as other rent supplement units in the private market 

targeted towards seniors.  

4. The Rental Assistance Program (RAP) provides eligible low-income, working families with cash 

assistance to help with their monthly rent payments in the private market. 

5. The Shelter Aid for Elderly Renters (SAFER) program helps make rents affordable for BC seniors with 

low to moderate incomes. SAFER provides monthly cash payments to subsidize rents for eligible BC 

residents who are age 60 or over and who pay rent for their homes. 

6. The BC HOME Partnership results are the number of mortgage loans approved and funded by 31 

December 2017.  Additional applications may be approved, but yet to be finalised. 

7. One additional unit has been suppressed for privacy purposes. 
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Executive Summary  

 

STUDY OVERVIEW 
The Strathcona Community Health Network’s (SCHN) Regional Housing Needs Assessment was prepared to provide a 
baseline understanding of housing needs in the region. This study is made up of four elements:  

• Phase 1: Community Profiles, Regional Housing Context and Housing Needs and Affordability Analysis captures 

the available quantitative data on population and housing for the region.  

• Phase 2: Community Engagement captures the experiences of people living in the region. It serves to provide a 

more robust picture of housing need and respond to gaps in the quantitative data.  

• Community Housing Profiles summarize housing need in the region identified through the research and analysis 

and engagement processes. These are organized by area to provide local housing stakeholders with readily 

available information to plan projects and apply for funding opportunities.  

• Implementation Plan identifies opportunities for communities to undertake collaborative projects and leverage 

external funding. 

This document provides a summary of Phase 2: Community Engagement and includes an overview of the engagement 
approach and key findings from each component of the community engagement strategy.  
 
The purpose of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment is to position communities and housing stakeholders to 
implement collaborative projects and leverage funding opportunities. With this goal in mind, the project has been 
designed with the following principles:  

 The approach will be inclusive and welcoming.  

 The process will help build capacity among stakeholders.  

 The findings will be action-oriented.  

 The research will be used as an evidence base for decision-making.  

 The assessment lays the foundation for preparing a housing plan. 

 
This study includes the entire Strathcona region, based on the boundaries of the Strathcona Regional District. 
Strathcona is located on the traditional territories of the Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth and Kwakwaka’wakw peoples. 
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We have taken a healthy housing approach to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment, because housing need is 
about more than just supply versus demand. It requires a critical review of the processes and systems that support or 
hinder access to housing for diverse populations. When considering how to provide healthy housing in our 
communities we have to first ask ourselves what sources of information we will use to identify need and inform our 
strategies and decisions.  
 
The most valuable input comes from those who live, learn, work and play in the communities we are hoping to serve. 
When done in a way that is inclusive, safe and culturally appropriate, community engagement can improve the health 
and well-being of those being engaged, and can also provide essential information to fill gaps in the data and better 
inform our efforts to provide healthy and appropriate housing. We are using the principles of OCAP® (Ownership, 
Control, Access and Possession) to ensure any information we gather about First Nations peoples is given back to First 
Nations communities. Information about First Nations communities will not be shared unless permission has been 
given to do so. 
 
 
 

Our Community Engagement Approach aimed to identify need across the housing continuum by using the following 
engagement techniques: 

• Community Survey – Designed to gather information about housing needs and experiences from a broad 

spectrum of community members. 

• Informal Engagement – Designed to raise awareness of the housing needs assessment through in-person 

engagement and to distribute the survey to those who may have been missed through other distribution 

channels. 

• Key Informant Interviews – Designed to gather information from select key informants who have experience 

working in the housing sector in the region or who have experience working with under-served population 

groups in the region. 

• Lived Experience Interviews – Designed to learn about the unique experiences of those who are currently 

experiencing homelessness or living in transitional, supportive or insecure housing.  

Each strategy or technique helps to complete the picture of housing need in the region, and no single technique can 
be implemented in isolation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STUDY APPROACH  

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  APPROACH  
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Housing issues, including affordability, availability and quality, are affecting diverse populations across all age groups, 
including renters, owners and those who neither rent nor own. These issues have a tremendous impact on the health 
and well-being of individuals and communities. Living in housing that is temporary or insecure can cause mental 
distress, while unsuitable housing that is overcrowded or unsafe can result in higher risk of illness and chronic stress. 
High housing costs also result in less spending on nutritious food, recreation and social opportunities that support 
well-being.  
 
These negative health outcomes disproportionately burden those who are often under-served in our communities, 
including women fleeing violence, people living with low income, people with mental health or substance abuse 
challenges, and people living with disabilities. 
  
The following sections present a summary of findings for the region as a whole and for individual communities in the 
Strathcona region.  
 

Across all engagement techniques, the following themes emerged: 
 

1) Affordable and secure rental housing is limited in the region.  
When housing is available, the cost is unaffordable and the housing is often of poor quality. Available housing is 
often described as being inadequate in terms of size (e.g., too small), too far from services and amenities, or 
inaccessible (e.g., too many stairs). Those who are not homeowners or renters described living in various housing 
situations such as on boats, in cars, with their parents, with family, with employers, or with many roommates 
because rent/ownership is unaffordable or there were no vacancies.  
 

“There's no availability of any housing. It can take over a year to find a 
place. I'm forced to live outside the box. More inside a box. I’m a low -
income family living with 4 people in under 300 square feet.”  

 

2) Housing options are needed for all members of society.  
In many communities, but mostly in larger communities (e.g., Quadra Island and Campbell River), it was noted 
that low-income earners, those with disabilities, those with mental health and addictions issues, and low-income 
seniors are vulnerable in this housing market. A variety of housing types are needed to meet diverse needs, 
including housing with more bedrooms to accommodate people with children and multi-generational families.  

 

“My son has autism, twice before we moved to where we are now I had 
building managers refuse our applications because they worried my son 
would be a ‘disruption’ when walking through the halls. They hadn't even 
met him yet, they only knew he had autism because I asked how quiet the 
building was, and explained why we needed it to actually be quiet and 
not ‘quiet enough’.” 
 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

REGION-WIDE  
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3) Housing affordability is not an isolated issue.  
For smaller communities accessing appropriate housing is complicated by a lack of high paying wages, lack of 
employment opportunities, high cost of living, high cost of utilities and high cost of transportation. Affordable and 
appropriate housing in both urban and rural areas needs to be accessible and located near to services and healthy 
community amenities. 
 

“The most vulnerable populations end up with the fewest options…”   
 

4) Housing support services are helpful, but the experience can be frustrating.  
While support services were often viewed as helpful and supportive, the experience of accessing support was also 
described as hard, frustrating and embarrassing. Others described being unable to access housing support 
programs even after being on several lists. 
 

In Campbell River and Area D, affordability and housing quality are big challenges. Specifically, the following themes 
emerged during community engagement: 
 

1) Rent is unaffordable and wages are not keeping up.  
Housing costs are rising in Campbell River, yet there is a high proportion of children and youth who live in 
households making less than the low-income cut-off. A high proportion of renters are looking for housing, as their 
current housing is not meeting their needs. Women fleeing abusive relationships described feeling stuck because 
they are unable to afford other housing accommodations. There is a need for affordable, safe, and high-quality 
housing for families, seniors, people with mental health issues, people experiencing homelessness, young adults 
and those living with low income.  
 

“Family of 5 living with us 25 months. No vacancy! Daughter couch -
surfing 20 months. My children have no money for food and rent and 
childcare (child age 7, 8, 9). Working family.”  
 

2) Discrimination and racism are an issue.  
Though not always explicit, discrimination and racism are extremely harmful to those who experience them. 
Several community members felt that they had been refused housing because of their cultural identity, sexual 
orientation, physical ability or family type.  
 

 “Your ethnicity means a whole lot here. There’s a lot of stereotyping in 
Campbell River. There’s a lot of assumptions and ignorance and fear.” 
 

3) Available housing is often of poor quality.  
Many community members expressed concerns with their current housing and other housing in their price range. 
Available housing is often unsafe, in need of repair, or is otherwise unhealthy due to issues such as mold.  
 

“You basically have to take what is available. Lots of money and yet you get a 
poor house.” 
 

CAMPBELL R IVER AND A REA D  (OYSTER R I VER AND BUTTLE LA KE)  
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In smaller communities, the biggest concerns are related to transportation and access to services and amenities. The 
following themes emerged in Gold River, Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos and Area A: 

1) Affordability is about more than just housing costs.  
Even if the housing itself is affordable, living in the community may not be. Employment opportunities can be 
limited and transportation costs are high because of limited services and amenities in community. 
 

2) Road quality and distance to services and amenities are major problems.  
Many community members are considering moving out of their community due to access issues. Residents are 
entirely reliant on personal vehicles for travel, as there is no public transportation.   
 

“No way to go out of town without owning your own vehicle...no 
community transportation to Campbell River or Gold River. No grocery 
store in Gold River so the nearest grocery store is in Campbell River.”   

 

Housing challenges on the islands are similar to that of other smaller communities, with the following themes 
emerging through community engagement: 

1) Availability of long-term rentals is a big issue.  
Locals are struggling to find long-term rentals as many homeowners only offer rentals in the winter months and 
then switch to vacation rentals during high season.  
 

“Properties are bought up by people who do not live here year round. Prices 
are high [and it’s] hard to get a foothold for younger families. Rentals are 
most often only off season and renters are kicked out over the summer and 
there is nowhere to go. We need affordable rentals.”  
 

2) Homeowners do not always have options.  
Older homeowners noted that it can be unaffordable to downsize or sell their home. They continue to maintain 
their current living situation, despite being unable to maintain their property or wanting to retire because 
alternatives are unaffordable. 
 

3) Transportation is expensive and options are limited.  
Island communities are reliant on ferry service, which is expensive and infrequent, and often has long wait times. 
There is no public transportation, meaning residents are reliant on personal vehicles for travel. 

 

 

GOLD R IVER,  SAYW ARD,  TAHSIS ,  ZEBALL OS AN D AREA  A ( KYUQUOT, S A YWARD 

VALLEY,  AN D RACE POI NT)  

AREA B  (CORTES  ISLAN D)  AND AREA  C  (QU ADR A ISLAND,  DISCOVERY ISLAND AND 

MAINLAND)  
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The purpose of this report is not simply to catalogue housing issues and needs, but also to identify regional assets and 
opportunities. Every community’s assets are unique, but some common themes emerged in the interviews. 
 
Housing is a prominent conversation across the region. 
Housing is at the front of many people’s minds across the region. People are willing and excited to work to address 
housing issues in their community and that momentum can be harnessed. 
 

Collaboration in Campbell River. 
The Housing and Homelessness Coalition in Campbell River was mentioned a number of times by interviewees. 
Subjects were hopeful that municipal and provincial partners would join the table. This may be a potential avenue for 
collaboration across all sectors in Campbell River. 

 

 

 

 

 

EMERGING ASSETS AND OPPORTUNITIES  
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CHAPTER 1            INTRODUCTION  
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The Strathcona Community Health Network (SCHN) is preparing a Regional Housing Needs Assessment that will 
provide a baseline understanding of housing needs in the region. This study is made up of four elements:  

• Phase 1: Community Profiles, Regional Housing Context and Housing Needs and Affordability Analysis captures 

the available quantitative data on population and housing for the region.  

• Phase 2: Community Engagement captures the experiences of people living in the region. It serves to provide a 

more robust picture of housing need and respond to gaps in the quantitative data.  

• Community Housing Profiles summarize housing need in the region identified through the research and analysis 

and engagement processes. These will be organized by area to provide local housing stakeholders with readily 

available information to plan projects and apply for funding opportunities.  

• Implementation Plan identifies opportunities for communities to undertake collaborative projects and leverage 

external funding.  

This document provides a summary of Phase 2: Community Engagement and includes an overview of the engagement 
approach and key findings from each component of the community engagement strategy.   
 
The purpose of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment is to position communities and housing stakeholders to 
implement collaborative projects and leverage funding opportunities. With this goal in mind, the project has been 
designed with the following principles:  

 The approach will be inclusive and welcoming.  

 This process will help build capacity among stakeholders.  

 The findings will be action-oriented.  

 The research will be used as an evidence base for decision-making.  

 The assessment lays the foundation for preparing a housing plan. 

 
This study includes the entire Strathcona region, based on the boundaries of the Strathcona Regional District. 
Strathcona is located on the traditional territories of the Coast Salish, Nuu-chah-nulth and Kwakwaka’wakw peoples. 
 
This study includes the following communities within the region:  
 

 City of Campbell River  

 Village of Sayward  

 Village of Gold River  

 Village of Tahsis  

 Village of Zeballos  

 Electoral Area A (Kyuquot, Sayward Valley, Race 

Point Road) 

 Electoral Area B (Cortes Island) 

 Electoral Area C (Quadra Island, Discovery Islands, 

and Mainland) 

 Electoral Area D (Oyster River and Buttle Lake) 

 
 
This study also includes the following First Nations communities:  
 

1 Introduction 
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 We Wai Kai First Nation  
o Quinsam 12   
o Cape Mudge 10   

 We Wai Kum First Nation  
o Campbell River 11   

 Homalco First Nation  
o Homalco 9   

 Klahoose First Nation  
o Klahoose (Tork 7)   

 Mowachaht/Muchalaht First Nation  
o Tsa’Xana 18   

 Ehattesaht First Nation  
o Ehatis 11  

 Nuchatlaht First Nation  
o Oclucje 7   

 Ka:’yu:’k’t’h’/Che:k’tles7et’h’ First Nations  
o Houpsitas 6 (Kyuquot)  

 
 
Kwiakah First Nation, Tlowitsis First Nation and Comox First Nation also have reserves within the SRD area; however, 
these are not currently occupied. 
 
A region-wide lens is critical because of temporary and permanent migration between communities in region. 
However, the large land area — 18,330 square kilometres — and diversity of communities in the region present 
challenges to planning and collaborating on housing issues. The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of 
the findings from community engagement to add to the quantitative data that will serve as baseline information for 
local governments and housing stakeholders. This work is a key resource to the region’s communities, many of whom 
may not have the capacity to complete individual needs assessments due to lack of resources or the need to balance 
other more immediate priorities. 
 

We have taken a healthy housing approach to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment, because housing need is 
about more than just supply versus demand. It requires a critical review of the processes and systems that support or 
hinder access to housing for diverse populations. When considering how to provide healthy housing in our 
communities we have to first ask ourselves what sources of information we will use to identify need and inform our 
strategies and decisions.  

The most valuable input comes from those who live, learn, work and play in the communities we are hoping to serve. 
When done in a way that is inclusive, safe and culturally appropriate, community engagement can improve the health 
and well-being of those being engaged, and can also provide essential information to fill gaps in the data and better 
inform our efforts to provide healthy and appropriate housing. We are using the principles of OCAP® (Ownership, 
Control, Access and Possession) to ensure any information we gather about First Nations peoples is given back to First 
Nations communities. Information about First Nations communities will not be shared unless permission has been 
given to do so. 

 How Healthy Community Engagement Supports Healthy Housing:  

 Captures peoples’ lived experiences with acquiring or maintaining housing, supporting the delivery of services and 

design of housing that meets diverse needs.  

 Helps to fill gaps in the data, ensuring diverse population groups are represented and have their voices heard.  

 Empowers community members and gives them greater control over their lives, both of which can improve health 

and well-being.  

 Builds trust and increases communication among community members.  

 Improves connections among community members, businesses, and service providers.  

Once we have the information we need about experiences, barriers and opportunities, we need to consider how 
traditional planning practices can support health and well-being through housing. What can we do to ensure healthy 

1.1  STUDY APPROACH  
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housing is affordable and accessible? How can we apply an equity lens to housing strategies and meet the needs of all 

community members?   

Healthy and Equitable Housing Considerations:  

 Under-served populations, including people living with low-income, older adults, people experiencing 

homelessness and people living with disabilities, are involved in housing planning and decision-making. 

 Housing strategies and resources are proportionate to the level of need across the housing continuum.  

 Housing is suitable for all household types (i.e., meets the needs of all family sizes, is adaptable for those with 

mobility challenges, and is culturally appropriate).  

 Affordable housing is linked with transportation networks, services and amenities. 

 Housing options are varied, ensuring mixed-income and multi-generational populations live in the same 

neighbourhood. 

 Affordable housing is located in safe areas free of environmental hazards and pollutants and away from busy roads.  

 Neighbourhood renewal strategies are planned in conjunction with affordable housing to ensure renters are 

protected from displacement. 

It was through a healthy housing lens that the following community engagement approach was designed and 
undertaken.  

 

 
Our Community Engagement Approach aimed to identify need across the housing continuum by using the 
engagement and data analysis techniques outlined in Figure 1 below. Each strategy or technique helps to complete 
the picture of housing need in the region, and no single technique can be implemented in isolation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Community Engagement Approach  

1.2  COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT APPROACH 
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The community survey was broadly distributed throughout the region to learn about the housing needs and 
experiences of individual community members across the housing continuum. To inform people of the survey 
opportunity we utilized existing local distribution channels, such as social media pages and community newsletters, 
and also created posters and playbills for display at community facilities across the region. Advisory Committee 
members distributed the survey link through their networks and paper copies were made available at community 
service facilities. We also visited five First Nations band offices in the Campbell River area to provide information 
about the study and to ask how or if they would like their members to be engaged in the housing needs assessment 
process.  
 
The quantitative data analysis was designed to capture individual needs across the continuum, but primarily assessed 
need toward the middle and right end of the continuum shown in Figure 1 found on the previous page. Data sources 
included Statistics Canada, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation and BC Housing. Survey data was utilized to 
support findings from the quantitative data analysis process and to highlight community member experiences when 
accessing and maintaining housing. See Appendix A for the full list of survey questions. 

We tailored informal engagement opportunities to primarily reach individuals living in supportive or below-market 
housing and to inform community organizations and members about the housing needs assessment. We conducted 
in-person engagement at First Nations band offices, community facilities and community service organizations, which 
also served as a way to distribute the survey to those who may have been missed through other distribution channels.  

Key informant interviews targeted service providers, non-profit organizations and community leaders who work 

primarily with community members who are struggling to find affordable, supportive and stable housing. Though time 

and resource intensive, key informant interviews provide different information and context than community surveys 

and demographic, health and housing data. They capture information about harder-to-reach populations and also 

provide an opportunity for informants to give descriptive answers to questions, facilitating knowledge transfer 

through story-telling and sharing of personal experiences.  

In consultation with the advisory committee, we selected key informants based on the following criteria:  

1) Informants had to be geographically relevant and diverse in that they lived or worked in different 

communities within the study area (see Figure 2, page 12). 

2) Informants had to have knowledge of the housing sector or knowledge of the experiences of specific 

demographic groups navigating the housing sector. 

3) Informants had to be service providers or community leaders who primarily work with community members 

struggling to find or maintain affordable and adequate housing.  

4) Informants had to work in, or routinely navigate, the Strathcona region’s housing sector. 

 

See Appendix B for a list of key informants and interview questions. 

 

SURVEY AND QUANTITA T IVE DATA  

INFORMAL ENGAGMENT  

KEY INFORMANT INTERV IEWS  
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Figure 2. Key Informant Distribution Map 

 

 

 

Lived experience interviews targeted individual community members who are experiencing homelessness or living in 
transitional or supportive housing. We developed a list of questions to be asked of each interviewee and distributed 
this question list to community service organizations and transitional housing providers. Housing and service 
providers then encouraged and supported their clients to answer the questions. See Appendix C for a list of lived 
experience interview questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L IVED EX PERIENC E INT ERVIEWS  
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We administered the community survey using the SurveyGizmo online platform, then exported the results to 
Microsoft Excel to allow for analysis by question and by community. Survey results by community will be combined 
with Phase 1 data to create the Community Profiles that will be shared as part of the final report.   
 
To analyze the qualitative (open-ended) responses to the survey questions, we categorized the data by those who 
identified as renters, owners or other. Each of these groups was asked a unique set of questions in addition to 
household questions, general housing questions and demographic questions. Stories could contain more than one 
theme. We used NVivo 11 qualitative analysis software to code the findings, primarily through inductive coding 
processes. Inductive coding is a close reading of the text, meaning that you read through the data without pre-
conceived theories or themes in mind, allowing themes to emerge from the content of raw data. Given the broad 
diversity of responses in some cases, we only summarized the most prevalent themes (typically n>2). 

 

Housing issues, including affordability, availability and quality, are affecting diverse populations across all age groups, 
including renters, owners and those who neither rent nor own. These issues have a tremendous impact on the health 
and well-being of individuals and communities. Housing insecurity can cause mental distress, and unsuitable housing 
that is overcrowded or unsafe can result in higher risk of illness and chronic stress. High housing costs also result in 
less spending on nutritious food, recreation and social opportunities that support well-being.  
 
These negative health outcomes disproportionately burden those who are often under-served in our communities, 
including women fleeing violence, people living with low income, people with mental health or substance abuse 
challenges, and people living with disabilities. 
 
The following sections present a summary of findings from each method of community engagement. 
 

We designed the survey to help fill gaps in the quantitative data and to learn about the unique experiences of a broad 
range of community members in the Strathcona region. While surveys have traditionally been limited in their reach, 
they can be very valuable when used in conjunction with other engagement strategies and techniques that reach 
diverse population groups.  
 
The following sections present a summary of findings for the Strathcona region as a whole, as well as a summary of 
findings for smaller, more rural communities in the region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 What we heard 

2.1  METHODOLOGY FOR SURVEY ANALYSIS  

2.2  SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

COMMUNITY SURVEY  COPY
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Region-Wide 

 
In total, 533 people responded to the survey from the Strathcona region (458 complete responses and 75 partial 
responses) representing 18 different communities: Strathcona Area D (n=7), Campbell River (n=206), Cape Mudge 
Village (n=1), Cortes Island (n=31), Ehattesaht (n=1), Gold River (n=37), Kyuquot (n=1), Quadra Island (n=105), 
Sayward (n=16), Tahsis (n=22) and Zeballos (n=3). Another 103 respondents did not identify the community they live 
in.  

 

Demographic and household characteristics 

 
 
Only 6% of survey respondents identified as First 
Nations, Métis or Inuit, which underrepresents 
the population of Indigenous peoples living in 
the Strathcona region (approximately 13% of the 
total population). Of those who identified as 
Indigenous, 31% described their household as 
being a couple with children, 16% identified as a 
single parent, and 25% indicated living with 
multiple generations. These proportions are 
higher than for those who did not identify as 
Indigenous (27%, 7% and 11% respectively), 
suggesting Indigenous respondents were more 
likely to report having children and/or other 
family members living with them.  

 
 

    Figure 3. Household Characteristics of Indigenous Survey Respondents 

 
 
 

Related to these differences in household 
characteristics, Indigenous respondents 
frequently mentioned the need for more 
space and/or more bedrooms when asked 
about their housing concerns. 13% of 
Indigenous survey respondents also 
reported being refused housing because of 
discrimination (for reasons such as cultural 
identity, having young children, and having 
a child with a disability), compared to only 
4% of non-Indigenous respondents. 
Another 19% of Indigenous respondents 
were unsure if they had been refused 
housing as a result of discrimination, 
compared to only 7% for non-Indigenous 
respondents. 
 

 

     Figure 4. Regional Household Characteristics 
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Employment, Housing Type and Housing Tenure  

 
Of all survey respondents, the majority are either employed (63%) or retired (20%), while another 5% indicated they 
are unemployed (5%) and 11% are ‘other’ (working part-time, living on disability income or caregiving at home). Only 
2% of respondents identified as students.  

 

 

Figure 5. Employment Status 

 
The majority of respondents are living in a single-detached house, but many people identified living in a mobile home 
or RV (5%), or in other insecure housing types (5%) such as a hotel or motel, tent trailer, car or boat, sobering house 

or couch-surfing at a friend’s house. 

 

 

Figure 6. Housing Type 
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The majority of respondents own their own home (66%), while the remainder rent (29%) or neither rent nor own 
(6%). For the purposes of this study we are most interested in the experiences of those who rent or those who neither 
rent nor own.  

Figure 7. Housing Tenure 

 

 

 
 

 

Housing Concerns 

 
Of the respondents who rent their homes, almost half (46%) feel that their rent is not affordable. 18% receive help 
paying their rent, 14% have accessed some form of housing support in the past year (i.e., rental subsidies, shelters, 
food banks, recovery homes) and 33% do not think their rental unit is well maintained.  
 
Almost half of renter respondents indicated they are currently looking for rental housing (42%) and 71% would like to 
own their own home one day. However, 85% of renters indicated that they face barriers that prevent them from 
owning a home. The number one barrier to home ownership was identified as cost to purchase a home, followed by 
availability of appropriate (i.e., suitable) homes in an affordable price range. 
 
When asked what concerns people might have with their housing over the next five years, the following challenges 
were the most commonly identified: Cost of utilities (63%), cost to repair and maintain home (54%), cost of mortgage 
or rent (46%), stability of housing (33%), distance to services and amenities (34%). 
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Other potential challenges included physical ability to 

maintain home (31%), size of living space (21%), 

activities of daily living (18%), rental unit not being 

repaired or maintained by landlord (14%), 

accessibility (14%) and other (8%). 

 
A similar proportion of both owner respondents 
(26%) and renter respondents (28%) indicated 
transportation challenges where they live. in more 
rural communities. In communities outside of 
Campbell River, there is no public transportation and 
communities rely heavily on personal vehicles and 
ferries. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. Housing Concerns in the Next Five Years 

 

Campbell River and Area D (Oyster River and Buttle Lake) 

 
More than half (62%) of renter respondents in Campbell River and Area D indicated they are facing challenges with 
their current housing. Common challenges included: 

 Unaffordable rent 

 Rent increases, but stagnant wages 

 Housing that is unsafe and in need of repair 

 Housing with mold issues 

In addition to concerns with housing affordability and safety, 14% of respondents felt that they had been refused 
housing because of their ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, ability or other discriminatory reason, and another 22% 
were unsure if they’d been discriminated against. Responses described discrimination based on cultural 
group/identity (i.e., First Nations), physical ability, family type and sexual orientation. 

  

“My husband is First Nations, my children are half as I am white. When 
my husband went to look for a place, [apartments] etc was not available. 
I went to the same place and it was available. Not all places were like 
that but there is a few here.”  
 

 
“Just refused housing because they don't allow children. A lot of the 
decent newer apartment buildings do not allow children. I've been turned 
down over 8 x because I had kids. I was relegated to transition housing 
after couch surfing for over a year. I'm one of the lucky ones.”  
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The most common type of housing among renters in Campbell River and Area D is an apartment building (37%), 
followed by a single-detached house (25%), secondary suite (15%), row house or townhouse (9%), duplex (9%) and 
other (5%). Other types of housing include mobile homes and RVs, hotel rooms, boats and cars.  

 

Figure 9. Housing Type Among Renters in Campbell River & Area D 

 

Owner respondents from Campbell River and Area D indicated an interest in secondary suites and tiny homes, but feel 
limited by legislation. 
 

“Our family illegally rents out our basement suite, as the city makes it 
next to impossible to make a suite legal. This income helps to suppleme nt 
our mortgage. This also gives a young couple an affordable place to live, 
close to amenities.” 
 
 
“Currently the area that we're situated in would be perfect to have a 
rental suite or a carriage house to help other people live in a nice place 
but our zoning doesn't let us.” 

 
The housing issue affects all individuals in the Campbell River and Area D community. Respondents indicated a need 
for affordable, safe, and high-quality housing for families, seniors, people with mental health issues, people 
experiencing homelessness, young adults and those living with low income.  

 
“I look after 2 rental houses in Campbell River. The last one I rented, I 
had over 90 people inquire, with most people wanting to rent it.  The 
story I heard most often, ‘the rental house I'm living  in has sold or will 
sell, and I need to find a new place to rent.’”  

 
 
Specifically in Area D, lack of accessible public transit was most often identified as an issue. 
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Gold River, Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos and Area A (Kyuquot, Sayward Valley and Race Point Road) 
 
The majority of survey respondents from Gold River, Sayward, Tahsis, Zeballos and Area A noted challenges with 
affordability and distance to services and amenities.  
 
In Tahsis the majority of survey respondents were home owners, not renters, but they still expressed challenges with 
their current housing situation. Issues included distance to services, high property taxes, small housing, housing that is 
in disrepair, and accessibility challenges (such as stairs) in the home. The most commonly mentioned issue, by both 
home owners and renters, was poor road service to get in and out of the community. The main road is gravel and 
respondents reported it needs repair.  
 

“No way to go out of town without owning your own vehicle...no 
community transportation to Campbell  River or Gold River. No grocery 
store in Gold River so the nearest grocery store is in Campbell River.”   

 
In Gold River respondents identified challenges such as affordability, particularly for older adults in the community, as 
well as homes in need of repair and renovation. However, the most commonly sited challenge overall was related to 
transportation. Residents rely on personal vehicles for travel, as there is no public transportation, and goods and 
services are far away. The nearest grocery store is 85km away in Campbell River.  
 

“Gold River is in desperate need [of] a) a grocery store so we don't have 
to travel all the time, and b) more housing and rental units and seniors 
care facility.” 
 

 
“There are currently no rental units available in Gold River. We have one 
apartment complex that is aging and basement suites are not allowed. 
We desperately need seniors housing as it is an aging population here. 
We also need affordable housing to attract young families so that we can 
get a business based economy here to make the town viable.”  

 
Although people leave these smaller communities due to a lack of affordable, high-quality housing, people also move 
both within and out of the region as a result of transportation and access issues. Survey respondents in Gold River, 
Tahsis, Zeballos and Sayward mentioned they are considering moving out of their community to be closer to services 
and amenities; others mentioned leaving to find work. 

 

Area B (Cortes Island) and Area C (Quadra Island, Discovery Island and Mainland) 
 

On Cortes Island the most common housing challenge sited by survey respondents was a lack of year-round rentals. 
Houses are vacation homes for much of the year and locals have difficulty finding long-term rentals. Other challenges 
include inadequate housing that is too small, has no power, or has no potable water. Community members rely on 
expensive ferries for transportation, making it difficult to leave the island.  
 

“Properties are bought up by people who do not live here year round. 
Prices are high, hard to get a foothold for younger families. Rentals are 
most often only off season and renters are kicked out over the summer 
and there is nowhere to go. We need affordable rentals.”  
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“Seasonal eviction is a big problem on Cortes. People who live, work and 
rent here are homeless while property owners make bank on tourist 
rental or come to enjoy their vacation property. Affordable housing is a 
problem for many of our friends.”  

 
On Quadra Island survey respondents frequently mentioned issues with housing affordability, availability, quality and 
suitability, including unhygienic conditions, cold housing in the winter due to high utility costs, old housing, small 
housing and housing that is not accessible (i.e., stairs or long driveways). Renter respondents frequently mentioned 
low availability of rental housing and costs beyond their price range. Respondents also noted a lack of affordable 
housing options for seasonal workers, families and those with mental health issues. Both owner and renter 
respondents identified a need for smaller properties and policy changes that would allow the subdivision of land to 
create smaller, more affordable lots. Accessibility and affordability were of particular concern for older adults who 
want to maintain their independence, but who are worried about finding affordable and appropriate options. 
Transportation was also identified as a challenge due to the high cost, long wait times and infrequent schedule of 
ferry service. 
 

“We are in a housing crisis! People are trying to rent yard space for 
tents. Families are being forced out of the community. Pets are being 
cast out or the families face homelessness. Things are in dire need of 
change. Low incomes and lack of rentals will kill this community.”  

 
“Trying to find housing on Quadra has been a nightmare and I have left 
solely because of that fact. I don’t believe that this is sustainable for the 
businesses in the community that run off of minimum wage workers. I 
work full time and am homeless .” 

 
 
 

KEY INFORMANT INTERV IEWS  COPY
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We contacted twenty-three stakeholders with interview requests, of which 13 were available for interviews within the 
timeframe allotted for data collection. We conducted interviews in-person when feasible, or over the phone and 
recorded for transcription. We provided participants with a list of questions before the interview started, but when 
interesting statements were made or unique insights given, the researcher and subject were free to elaborate or 
request more details outside of the structured interview. All subjects signed a consent form that indicated their 
willingness to share knowledge and be quoted for this report. 

 

Region-Wide 
 
Regional themes are those which emerged through the interviews and were common amongst all areas in the 
Strathcona region:  
 
Need for rental housing of all types. 
The most common theme identified by key informants was a lack of rental housing in the Strathcona region. In 
Campbell River, service providers told stories of families living in RVs and huge waitlists for people trying to attain a 
rental unit. Key informants on Quadra and Cortes Islands noted that a trend toward vacation homes means seasonal 
workers often have to live in tents rather than in appropriate units. The majority of key informants mentioned a lack 
of appropriate rental housing and a lack of rental housing in general. When asked to rate the supply of market rental 
housing in their region, no subjects rated the availability of market housing as ‘adequate’. When asked to identify key 
reasons clients or community members struggle to find affordable housing, one service provider put it bluntly: “There 
isn’t any!” 
 

“There is a waitlist for everyone who needs help. Whether it be a senior 
who needs senior housing, or an aboriginal family who needs low-income 
housing, or a woman fleeing violence. Everybody has a waitlist.”  

 
Services and housing for seniors. 
Another common theme across the region was concern about the ability of communities to provide for seniors or 
elders who may wish to age in place. There are options in Campbell River for semi-supported living, but seniors and 
elders with a limited budget or who live outside of Campbell River  struggle to find housing that meets their needs. 
Almost all key informants rated the availability of supported living options for seniors as ‘not adequate’ or ‘not at all 
adequate.’ In addition, many key informants from smaller communities reported that seniors who wished to downsize 
their living situation, or move into an affordable condominium or rental, had trouble finding housing. Housing for 
seniors and elders and the lack of rental housing are intertwined issues. 
 

“There’s very few smaller houses or smaller properties that you can 
purchase which would be considered affordable downsizing on the island. 
There’s a very small selection of home ownership options for people as you 
get older and there are very few year round rentals.”  

 
 
Housing conversations have started across the region. 
Key informants felt that this housing needs assessment is arriving at the right time for the Strathcona region. In every 
community, housing is a pressing concern and many local governments and service providers are looking for 
solutions. A common theme is that service providers do not know where to start. Key informants specifically 
mentioned increased collaboration and cooperation with local governments, and 10 respondents stressed the need 
for increased communication amongst housing partners. This report will hopefully begin the process of providing a 
common framework for those conversations to start. 
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“We need a variety of types of housing for different types of people. We 
need them now, we needed them last year, we needed them a couple of 
years ago. It’s hard to put all these pieces together then wait a few more 
years, but it’s what we’ve got to do right? We have to have people come 
together at different levels and from different organizations to provide 
different solutions for different types of people. Making that happen can 
be very challenging.” 

 

Campbell River 
 
Campbell River is the locus for service delivery in the region and the most populous city. Housing issues there are 
more acute and needs and opportunities differ from smaller or rural communities. 
 
Housing and homelessness situation is a pressing concern. 
A common theme identified by key informants was the divided nature of Campbell River. The community is beautiful 
and has become a desirable and high-value location. Property values have increased dramatically and housing has 
become scarcer. At the same time, homelessness and social issues in Campbell River have become more public, 
largely located in the downtown core. Social issues also have the tendency to migrate to Campbell River, as it is the 
service delivery center for the region.  

 

“There is a great shortage of affordable housing in Campbell River.” 
 
 

Discrimination and racism. 
Key informants relayed stories of routine discrimination, specifically against Indigenous renters, in Campbell River’s 
housing sector. Numerous service providers said that they routinely hear about landlords who “don’t rent to First 
Nations” or who rent rooms at a price designed to eliminate those who rely on rent subsidies.  

 

“Your ethnicity means a whole lot here. There’s a lot of stereotyping in 
Campbell River. There’s a lot of assumptions and ignorance and fear.” 
 
“We see discrimination as an enormous issue with residents getting out 
of this [short term housing]. There is a huge racism component in 
Campbell River.” 
 
“For aboriginal families with children it’s really a bad situation. I’ve been 
in a room with a First Nations client who phoned a landlord and the 
landlord said, “Are you Native?” and he says “Yes, I’m First Nations” and 
the landlord says “We don’t rent to First Nations” and hung up on him.”  
 
 

 
Insufficient low barrier and subsidized or low-income housing options. 
Key informants identified low-barrier housing, which places a limited number of expectations on residents, as a 
significant gap in housing offerings in Campbell River. Low-barrier housing is often seen as an interim housing option 
that allows residents to build the skills they need to enter the traditional housing sector. Low-income housing, which 
is designed to be affordable, usually through subsidy, for those who are experiencing a financial difficulty was one of 
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the least adequate housing types in the Strathcona region. The majority of key informants indicated the supply of low-
income housing options was either ‘not adequate’ or ‘not at all adequate.’   
 

“We are becoming a destination for people across Canada moving for 
retirement, so that’s who developers and builders are gearing to. That 
has left the majority of our clients out of the market, be it rental or 
purchasing. There is no shortage of building going on in Campbell River, 
it just doesn’t meet our clients’ needs.”  
 

 
Service providers are working collaboratively.  
In all of the interviews conducted with key informants from Campbell River, a close-knit community of service 
providers was identified as a regional strength. Informants also mentioned the new Coalition to End Homelessness in 
Campbell River, noting that it seemed like a promising development. Informants suggested that more collaboration 
and communication between service providers, local governments, and organizations like the RCMP would be a 
meaningful step toward addressing social issues in Campbell River. 
 

“It takes a lot of players to get together with the same goal.”  
 

 
 
 

 
In addition to key informant interviews, community organizations responded to our request for information about 
their services with housing data from their clients. The Campbell River Women’s Centre provided in-depth 
statistics on clients experiencing homelessness or unsafe housing condition. 
 
“The Centre sees an average of 450 drop in visits a month and some of these women will seek one-on-one crisis or 
support services from us. While we don't track homelessness stats with our general drop-in clients, we have begun 
capturing data on homelessness from our one-on-one clients. Between September 1, 2017 and May 31, 2018 we 
saw 288 women in one-on-one support and/or crisis intervention sessions. 
 
Of those 288 women 219 (76%) indicated that they had housing. 24% indicated that they were experiencing 
housing difficulties as follows:  

• 9% (25 women) told us they were "couch surfing" living on a temporary basis with family or friends;  

• 9% (26 women) reported being housed unsafely - living with an abusive roommate/partner/landlord because 
they were unable to find safe affordable housing;  

• 2% (7 women) were living in the emergency shelter; and 

• 4% (11 women) were absolutely homeless, living on the streets and in local parks, or in 3 cases in their 
vehicles. 

Anecdotally, it is also my belief that 25% of the women using the centre are struggling to find safe and affordable 
housing at any given time. We are certainly seeing women who are staying in abusive and unsafe situations because 
they know they will be unable to find housing.”   
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Rural and Small Communities  
 
Housing may be affordable, but living here may not be. 
A common concern from smaller communities was that people who are unable to afford property in Campbell River 
are looking to nearby communities for more affordable options. According to key informants, many new residents 
underestimate the expense of living in a smaller community and commuting to access services and work. This was 
specifically identified as an issue in Sayward and Gold River, where housing is more affordable. 

 

“There is a lot of low income families up here who struggle because there 
are no grocery stores or pharmacy. You have to have a good reliable 
vehicle and the money to put gas in it.”  
 

 
Housing cannot be separated from other services and resources. 
Housing, transportation, education, and other services are interrelated. In smaller communities, informants were 
especially concerned with transportation to support seniors and elders aging in place as regular access to services is 
often the deciding factor in were someone chooses to live.  
 

“The majority of our seniors and elders end up having to leave and move 
to Campbell River and the Comox Valley. It would be great if those people 
could age in place.” 
 

 
Land use bylaws governing subdivision. 
Interview subjects from Quadra and Cortes Island specifically pointed to zoning bylaws that limit residents’ ability to 
subdivide property as contributing to housing issues. Seniors who may own larger properties and would like to 
subdivide and downsize to a smaller property are unable to do so. Informants specifically mentioned that this makes it 
harder for young people to acquire property and for seniors to age in place.  
 

“The way that the island zoning and bylaws are structured everybody has 
a property that is at minimum two and a half acres and at maximum 
hundreds of acres. It’s very rural, very physical, with a lot of property 
maintenance involved. If you have a health crisis or your spouse passes 
away then you are in a situation where you can no longer take care of 
that property.” 
 

 
“We’re losing both ends of the age spectrum, the young people and the 
elderly. And I think that there is a solution, that the two of them could 
support each other if we had more affordable housing for both 
generations.”   
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We designed the lived experience interview questions to better understand the housing needs of community 
members experiencing homelessness or living in unstable, transitional or supportive housing. We then worked with 
housing and community service providers to reach these individuals and support them to fill out the questions. A total 
of 44 people completed the lived experience questions, with 39 respondents living in Campbell River, one in 
Ehattesaht and four unidentified. 
 
The following section presents a summary of responses for the region as a whole, but is primarily focused on 
Campbell River where the majority of respondents are currently living or accessing services. 

 

Region-Wide 
 
Respondents ranged in age from 23 to 76 years, and the majority identified as First Nations, Inuit or Métis: Coast 
Salish, Nuu-Chah-Nulth, Kwakwaka’wakw, or other family group. More than half of respondents indicated they had 
recently accessed housing supports (i.e., emergency shelter, rental subsidies). 
 

“Family of 5 living with us 25 months. No vacancy! Daughter couch -
surfing 20 months. My children have no money for food and rent and 
childcare (child age 7, 8, 9). Working family.” 

 
 
Though specific housing needs differed (i.e., number of bedrooms needed), the following general themes emerged: 
 

1) Housing is not meeting the needs of all people. 
Almost all respondents indicated a need for housing that better meets their needs (i.e., more affordable, more 
rooms, pet-friendly). Lack of affordable housing was the most commonly mentioned issue. Respondents also 
indicated that the process of finding housing is extremely challenging.  
 

“I had a full-time job from Dec 2015 to now and it took me a year to find 
a place (even with money in the bank). I was homeless from Jan 2016 – 
Nov 2016.” 

 
 

2) Lack of affordable, secure housing is a big issue. 
More than half of respondents do not currently have their own housing; they are staying with a friend or family 
member, living in a trailer, living in a hotel, living outside, staying in a sober living home or living in transitional 
housing. Women fleeing abusive relationships described having nowhere to go because rents are affordable.  
 

“Desperate. I am panicking because I will be homeless soon. I need a 
place for myself, at least a one bedroom, but expect to share with a 
stranger because of the costs.”  
 
 
 
 
 

L IVED EX PERIENC E INT ERVIEWS  
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3) Housing support services are helpful, but the experience can be frustrating. 
More than half of respondents have recently accessed some form of housing support, with the majority accessing 
rental assistance through John Howard. Some respondents indicated that the experience of accessing support 
was hard and frustrating, while others indicated that the experience was good, supportive and helpful. Another 
respondent mentioned being unable to access housing supports, even after being on a waitlist.  

 

“I am homeless since 2013. I was on a list with a few housing support 
programs, however I never got in. I am on disability income.”  
 

 
4) A variety of housing types are needed, but income matters too. 
When asked what types of housing or social services would help to support them, respondents indicated a need 
for more affordable and available housing, pet-friendly housing, higher disability rates and more jobs.  
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Appendix A: Community Survey Questions  

Strathcona Housing Needs Assessment Survey 
This survey is part of a Regional Housing Needs Assessment, which will be used to help non-profits, local governments and 
service providers access funding and improve community housing supports. All the information gathered will be 
anonymous. 
 
There will be more opportunities to share your experiences. If you have any questions or concerns about this survey or the 
Housing Needs Assessment please contact housing@srd.ca. Thank you for taking the time to share your experiences. 
 
1) How many people within each age group live with you? Please include yourself in these numbers. 
Aged 0 to 14 years: _________________________ Aged 15 to 24 years: __________________________ 
Aged 25 to 44 years: ________________________ Aged 45 to 64 years: __________________________ 
Aged 65 years and older: _________________________________________________ 
 
2) How would you describe your household? 
[ ] I live on my own [ ] Living with roommates [ ] Couple with children 
[ ] Couple without children [ ] Single parent with children 
[ ] Multiple generations living together (grandparents, parents, children, or some other combination) 
 
3) What kind of housing do you live in? 
( ) Single-detached house (stand-alone house) 
( ) Secondary suite (e.g. basement suite, carriage house, couch house) 
( ) Apartment building 
( ) Row house or townhouse 
( ) Mobile home or RV 
( ) Duplex 
( ) Other (e.g. couch-surfing, living in my car, living with relatives) - please explain: 
 
4) How many bedrooms do you have? 
 
5) Do you have any challenges with your current housing? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
 
6) If you do have challenges with your current housing, can you explain how your housing is not meeting your needs? 
 
7) Have you been refused housing because of your ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, ability etc.? 
( ) No ( ) Yes ( ) I'm not sure 
 
8) If yes, please explain. 
 
9) Do you rent or own your home? 
( ) Rent ( ) Own ( ) Other - please explain: _________________________ 
 

Rental Questions  
10) How much do you pay in rent each month? 
 
11) Is this affordable for you? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
12) Does this amount include utilities? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
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13) If no, roughly how much do you spend in total on utilities per month (e.g. oil, electricity, water, sewer, garbage disposal, 
internet, phone)? 
 
14) Do you receive help paying your rent? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
15) Have you accessed housing supports of any kind in the last year (i.e. rental subsidies, shelters, food banks, recovery 
homes, etc.)? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
16) If yes, how was this process for you? (experience of application process, working with service providers, requirements 
etc.) 
 
17) Do you have any transportation challenges where you live now? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
18) If yes, please tell us a little bit about your transportation issues. 
 
19) How much do you spend on transportation each month? 
 
20) Are you currently looking for rental housing? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
21) If yes and this has been a difficult experience, can you tell us why? 
 
22) Do you think your rental unit is well maintained? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
23) Is it important to you to be able to own your own home one day? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
24) Do you face barriers that prevent you from owning a home? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
25) If yes, what barriers to home ownership do you currently experience? Choose all that apply: 
[ ] Homes are too expensive [ ] Required down payment is too high 
[ ] No homes are available in my price range [ ] Homes in my price range do not meet my needs 
[ ] I have credit issues [ ] Other - please explain: ______________________________________ 

 
Home Ownership Questions  
26) Is your mortgage affordable for you? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
27) Do you receive help paying your mortgage? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
28) Roughly how much do you spend on utilities per month (e.g. oil, electricity, water, sewer, garbage disposal, internet)? 
 
29) Do you have transportation challenges where you live? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
30) If yes, please tell us a little bit about your transportation issues. 
 
31) How much do you spend on transportation each month? 
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General Housing and Demographic Questions  
32) In the next 5 years, do you think any of these will be a problem for you? 
[ ] Stability of housing (concerns about renovictions, loss of housing to short-term vacation rentals, etc.) 
[ ] Activities of daily living (cooking, cleaning, caring for myself. etc.) 
[ ] Distance to services and amenities (groceries, bank, medical, school, etc.) 
[ ] Cost of utilities (electricity, water, internet, etc.) 
[ ] Cost of mortgage or rent  
[ ] Cost to repair and maintain my home 
[ ] Rental unit not being repaired or maintained by landlord 
[ ] Physical ability to maintain my home  
[ ] Accessibility (i.e. stairs and counter heights) 
[ ] Size of living space  
[ ] Other - please explain 
 
33) Are you considering moving out of the community you currently live in anytime soon because of housing issues? 
( ) No ( ) Yes - Please explain: _________________________________________________ 
( ) I'm not sure 
 
34) Which community do you live in? (e.g. Sayward, Gold River, Quadra, etc.) 
 
35) Do you live in this community all year round? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
 
36) If no, which other communities do you live in? (e.g. Campbell River, Cortes Island etc.) 
 
37) Do you identify as First Nations, Inuit or Métis? 
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) I'm not sure 
 
38) If yes, do you identify as: 
[ ] Coast Salish [ ] Nuu-Chah-Nulth [ ] Kwakwaka'wakw 
[ ] Inuit [ ] Métis [ ] Other - Please explain: ___________________ 
[ ] I don't know 
 
39) If you identify as First Nations, Inuit or Metis, do you live at home or away from home? 
( ) Home ( ) Away from home ( ) I don't know 
 
40) Name of your home community 
 
41) Name of the community where you live 
 
42) Are there particular housing challenges faced by you or members of your community that you think we need to know? 
 
43) Do you have ideas for how housing could be improved for you or members of your community? 
 
44) The gender with you identify: 
 
45) I am currently: 
( ) Employed ( ) Unemployed ( ) Student ( ) Retired ( ) Other - Please explain:  
 
46) What is your approximate annual household income? We ask for this information to better understand what is affordable 
in different communities. This survey is anonymous and does not ask for personal information so these details will not be 
shared with anyone. 
 

47) Is there anything else that you would like to tell us about your housing experiences or are there any other 
housing concerns you would like to share with us.  
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Appendix B: Key Informant List and Interview 

Questions 

Key Informant List 
 
While not all key informants gave permission for their names to be used in this report, a partial list is 
available below: 
 

Name: Affiliation: 

Taylor Gee Housing Navigator, Sasamans Society 

Maureen McDowell President, Quadra Island Senior Housing Society 

President, Quadra Circle Senior Connection Society 

Susan Trayler Campbell River and North Island Transition Society 

Ann Vansnick Sayward Literacy Now 

Leanne Wingert Campbell River Office, AIDS Vancouver Island 

 

Additional informants included community health nurses, community society presidents, indigenous 
governance representatives, and housing sector service providers. Interview subjects were based in 
Kyuquot, Gold River, Sayward, Campbell River, and Cortes and Quadra Islands, and included members 
of the Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council and the Kyuquot-Checleset First Nation. We are confident that 
selected key informants represent a sufficiently broad range of life experiences and that the data 
collected can be used to draw meaningful conclusions about key regional housing themes and inform 
recommendations. 
 
Key Informant Interview Questions 
 
1. What organization do you represent and what is the mandate of that organization?  

2. What geographic region does your organization or local government represent?  

3. Do you serve any specific population groups? If yes, please explain.  
 
4. What do you think are some of the key reasons your clients or community members struggle to find affordable 
housing?  

5. What are some of the biggest housing gaps or needs you have seen or heard about from your clients or 
community members?  

6. Do you see any major challenges or barriers to increasing affordable housing in the region?  
 
7. Are there specific housing-related services that are missing and needed in your community?  
 
8. For each of the following types of affordable housing, please tell me whether you think the resources or units 
available in your community are adequate (ranging from totally adequate, to somewhat adequate, to not at all 
adequate) and explain.  

a. Emergency shelters  

b. Transitional housing  

c. Supportive housing for people with mental health challenges  
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d. Supportive housing for people with disabilities  

e. Supportive housing for people with addictions  

f. Supportive housing for seniors  

g. Below-market (subsidized) rental housing without supports  

h. Below-market (subsidized) homeownership  

i. Market rental housing  

j. Entry-level home ownership  
 
9. What types of housing do you think are needed most by your clients or community members?  

10. Are there specific resources or strategies you think would help to support your clients or community 
members to acquire housing that meets their needs?  
 
11. Are there an emerging opportunities or assets that you can see in your community which could be built upon 
to help support housing needs?  
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Appendix C: Lived Experience Interview Questions 

Housing Lived Experience Survey 
This survey is part of a Regional Housing Needs Assessment, which will be used to help non-profits, local 
governments and service providers access funding and improve community housing supports. All the information 
gathered will be anonymous. If you do not wish to answer a question you do not have to and you may stop the 
survey at any time.  We deeply appreciation you sharing your experience and we know that these can be 
difficult.   
 
If you have any questions or concerns about this survey or the Housing Needs Assessment please contact 
housing@srd.ca. 
 
Please complete this survey by May 8th 2018. Thank you for taking the time to share your experiences. 
  
1) Please tell us about your housing needs: 
 
2) Please tell us about your experiences with finding and maintaining a place to live. (e.g. the processes 
to find housing, the quality of housing, the location, suitability, affordability) 
  
3) Where are you staying right now? (friends/family, house, outside, church, hospital, hotel, car, etc.) 
 
4) Have you recently accessed housing supports (emergency shelter, rental subsidies, etc.)? 
( ) Yes  ( ) No  ( ) I don't know 
 
5) If you have recently accessed housing supports, what type(s)? 
 
6) If you have recently accessed housing supports, how was this experience for you? 
 
7)Your age:      8) The gender with which you identify: 
 
9) Do you identify as First Nations, Inuit or Metis? 
( ) Yes   ( ) No  ( ) I don't know  
 
10) If yes, do you identify as: 
( ) Coast Salish  ( ) Nuu-Chah-Nulth  ( ) Kwakwaka'wakw 
( ) Inuit   ( ) Métis     
( ) I don't know   ( ) Other - please explain: _____________________________________________ 
 
11) Name of the community where you live: 
 
12) Do you live in this community all year? 
( ) Yes  ( ) No  ( ) I don't know 
13) If no, which other communities do you live in? 
 
14) Is there anything else you would like to tell us about you or your communities housing needs? 
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